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FOREWORD

This report describes the work performed by Calspan Corporation
(formerly Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory) Buffalo, New York for the United
States Air Force Systems Command, Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory,
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. The work was performed over a three
year period starting in March 1970 under U. S. Air Force Contract No. F33615-
70-C-1122, Project No. 3066. Mr. Marvin A. Stibich/AFAPL/TBC, Turbine Engine
Division, Components Branch administered the Project for the Air Force.

The report contains the results of analytical and experimental studies
of flow processes basic to the problem of rotating stall and is a continuation
of a research program initiated prior to 1959 under U. S. Air Force Contract
AF 33(616)-3538 and continued since 1962 under U. S. Army Contract DA 49-186-
AMC - 13(X) and U. S. Air Force Contracts AF 33(615)-1240, AF 33(615)-3537
and F33615-67-C-1552. Calspan has assigned number MK-2932-A-13 to this
publication. The authors submitted this document for U. S. Air Force review
in May 1973.

Dr. G. R. Ludwig was principal investigator for Calspan. Dr. Ludwig
was primarily responsible for overall supervision of the program and the
experimental aspects of this program. Mr. J. P. Nenni was responsible for
the theoretical phases of the program while Mr. R. H. Arendt assisted
Dr. Ludwig in design of the prototype rotatinsg stall control system and was
responsible for its fabrication. The contributions of Mr. S. Samet who
assisted in developing computer programs under the theoretical phases of the
program, and Mr. J. Nemeth who assisted in the experimental program are
gratefully achknowledged.

Publication of this report does not constitute Air Force approval of
the report's findings or conclusions. It is published only for the exchange
and stimulation of ideas.

EC.SIMPX
Chief, Turbine Engine Division
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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes the results of a three year program on ro-

tating stall in axial flow compressors conducted at Calspan Corporation (for-

merly Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory). The work encompassed both

experimental and theoretical investigations of rotating stall and the develop-

ment of a prototype rotating stall control system. The experimental portion

of the program included investigation of the effects of blade chord and

solidity upon rotating stall properties and inception as well as an investiga-

tion of the effect of blade row rotation on blade row performance. In addition

an experiment to determine the stability of the flow through a blade row was

conducted.

A two-dimensional small-disturbance stability theory was developed

to predict the inception of rotating stall. A single blade row and two blade

row version of the theory were developed. The theory identifies the mech-

anism of rotating stall and indicates that blade row spacing controls the number

of stall cells that develop at inception. Good correlation between the theory

and present data were generally obtained.

A prototype rotating stall control system was developed and tested

on a low speed compressor stage. This was done in conjunction with an ex-

perimental investigation to determine the best sensor configuration to deter-

mine incipient rotating stall in a compressor. Tests on the complete control

system indicate that there are several sensor configurations that result in a

satisfactory system. For these configurations it was possible to keep the

compressor stage out of stall in the presence of a primary engine control

that was calling for the stage to operate beyond the rotating stall boundary.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The flow phenomenon known as rotating stall was first encountered

in axial flow compressors during the mid-1940's. It was observed that there

were large zones where the flow was separated from the compressor blades.

These separated zones propagated relative to the blade row. The propagating

or rotating feature gave the phenomenon its aname. The fundamental flow pro-

cesses involved in a compressor stage undergoing rotating stall has tradi-

tionally been explained in terms of a flow blockage analog which produces a

relieving effect on one side of a stalled blade or blade group and an aggravating

effect on the other side. This simple explanation, while quite plausible, has

not led to satisfactory theoretical progress in predicting the flow conditions

which accompany the inception of rotating stall. The current technique for

preventing turbo-jet engines from operating in a',rotating stall regime is to

preschedule engine control programs. This approach generally results in

the requirement for a substantial stall margin under all operating conditions

with attendant loss of performance and efficienty.

For the past several years Calspan Corporation (formerly Cornell

Aeronautical Laboratory) has carried out a sequence of research programs

under AFAPL sponsorship devoted to the phenomena of rotating stall. The

work at Calspan has been both theoretical and experimental in nature and has

been aimed at obtaining a sufficient understanding of the rotating stall phe-

nomena such that its onset can be predicted and controlled. Substantial progress

has been made towards this goal in that suitable precursor signals have been

found, the fundamental blade row aerodynamic characteristics that influence

rotating stall inception have been identified, and a prototype control system

has been developed and demonstrated at low speeds on a representative com-

pressor stage in the Calspan,'Air Force Annular Cascade Facility.

This report summarizes the latest three year research program at

Calspan. The report has been divided into three main sections which are
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Experimental Rotating Stall Research, Theoretical Rotating Stall Research

and Development of a Prototype Rotating Stall Control System. The descrip-

tion of an experiment to investigate the stability of flow through a blade row

is given in Appendix A and details of the two blade row theoretical development

are presented in Appendix B.
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SECTION II

EXPERIMENTAL ROTATING STALL RESEARCH

As a part of the work under a previous program Contract

AF 33(615)-3357 , an annular cascade facility was designed and fabricated.

Its purpose is to provide detailed fundamental experimental data during and

prior to the occurrence of rotating stall in order to improve our understanding

of the phenomena and for use as aguide in improving the theoretical analysis.

During the program immediately preceding the current investigation,

the annular cascade facility was used to study the flow field associated with

rotating stall inception on three sets of stator blades, each with different

profile shapes. Thorough investigations of the flow velocity and angularity

distributions upstream and downstream of the stators were made. The results

of these investigations were presented in Reference 1. In the course of per-

forming these experiments, three questions arose-,which were not answered

during that program. These were:

1) Does the blade-chord dimension have an effect on rotating stall

which is independent of the effect of solidity ratio

(ratio of the blade-chord length to the blade spacing)?

2) Are the resulls of rotating stall studies performed on stator

rows directly applicable to blade rows which are rotating?

3) Is the inception of rotating stall the result of instability of the

flow to small disturbances?

The current investigation was designed to obtain experimental infor-

mation which could help answer these questions. In addition, the experimental

data was to be in sufficient detail to allow correlation with the prediction of

the theory which is presented in Section III. The latter requirement made it

necessary to measure blade row loss distributions as well as the flow velocity

and angularity distributions.
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The results from those portions of the experimental program designed

to answer questions 1 and 2 are presented in this section. The investigation

of question 3 is presented separately in Appendix A. Since substantial

amounts of experimental data were obtained during the program, an outline

of the order of presentation used in the remainder of this section is given

below.

Both rotating and non-rotating blade row tests were performed in

the present program and most experimental configurations consisted of a

guide vane row to provide controlled inlet conditions and a stator row on

which rotating stall was studied. Initial tests were made with stationary

blade rows. Later tests were performed while rotating either the guide vane

row or the stator row. The cases where both blade rows are stationary is

discussed first.

A description of the annular cascade facility with a stationary hub

is presented in Section II-A. This version of the facility was used to in-

vestigate the effect of blade-chord dimension on rotating stall. The experi-

mental equipment used for all of the tests is also described here, and the

calibration of the flow downstream of the guide vanes is included since this

is the inlet flow to the stator rows tested.

Section II-B presents the results of the experimental investigation

to determine the effect of blade chord on the properties of rotating stall. A

total of three stator rows were tested in this portion of the program. Extensive

surveys were made to determine the circumferentially averaged radial dis-

tributions of swirl angle and total pressure downstream of all three stator

sets near the inception boundary for rotating stall. In addition, the inception
boundary and the propagation velocity and number of cells which occur after

inception were measured for each of the stator sets.

After completion of the above tests, the facility was modified so that

either of the two blade rows could be rotated. A description of the annular

cascade facility after it was modified to provide a rotating capability is presented
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in Section Il-C. The calibration of a set of rotating guide vanes is also

described there.

Section II-D presents the results of the investigation of the effect of

blade-row rotation on rotating stall. In this investigation, tests were per-

formed on a single blade row under two different conditions. First it was

held stationary and the inlet flow was tailored to provide a wheel-type of

inlet swirl by using rotating guide vanes upstream. Next, the guide vanes

were removed and the tests were repeated with the blade row rotating as

an isolated rotor. In this way the inlet swirl angle distributions relative to

the blades were kept the same for both tests. As in the blade chord experi-

ments, extensive measurements of flow angle and total pressure were made

near rotating stall inception; after inception, rotating stall propagation velocity

and number of cells were measured.

Finally, in Section II-F, a summary of the experimental program

is presented along with those conclusions which can be drawn from inspection

of the results. That portion of the program described in Appendix A is com-

plete in itself and is not included in Section II-F,

A. DESCRIPTION OF ANNULAR CASCADE FACILITY WITH STATIONARY
HUB

1. General Description

The annular cascade facility consists of a test section built around

the outer front casing of a J-79 jet-engine compressor, and inlet and outlet

ducting to provide a smooth flow of air into and away from the test section.

The notation used with this configuration is illustrated in Figure i. A

schematic planview of the annular cascade and the wind tunnel to which it is

attached is shown in Figure 2. The wind tunnel, which is used in an open-

circuit configuration, provides variable suction at the downstream end of the

annular cascade. The microsonic leg of the wind tunnel is isolated from the



circuit when cascade tests are conducted. Photographs of the complete
annular cascade facility and of the test-section portion of the facility are

shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Details of the stationary hub con-

figuration of the annular cascade are shown in Figure 5.

The test section of the annular cascade forms a circular annulus with

an outer diameter of 29. 35 inches and an inner diameter of 23. 35 inches which

provides a hub-to-tip ratio of 0. 80. The blading consists of an inlet guide-

vane row and a stator row, both with variable stagger angle (angle between

the blade chord and the axial direction). The variable stagger angle feature

allows the investigation of rotating stall for a variety of combinations of inlet

swirl to the stator row and outlet swirl from the stator row.

The guide vanes provide a variable mean inlet swirl angle to the

stator row ranging between approximately 36 to 68 degrees. An NACA

63-(24A4 K6 )10 guide-vane profile was used for these blades. This profile

shape is a ten-percent-thick version of the six-percent profile series re-

ported in Reference 2. The use of the thicker profile was dictated by structural

considerations. The blades are made from epoxy resin fortified with aluminum

powder, molded around 1/8-inch steel shafts. They are untwisted, with a

linear taper from a 3. 00-inch chord at the outer annulus diameter to a

2. 30-inch chord at the inner annulus diameter. The guide vane-row was

mounted at the third-stage stator location in the J-79 compressor housing.

At this location, there are 36 blades in all, giving a constant solidity ratio

of 1. 17 across the test-section annulus.

The stator row was located at the position of the fifth-stage stators

of the J-79 compressor casing. Three different sets of stator blades were

tested during the portion of the program which used stationary blade rows.

The first set tested was the fifth-stage stator blading from a J-79 jet-engine

compressor, unmodified except for the blade length which was shortened

from 4. 87 to approximately 2. 98 inches in order to fit the blades into the

three-inch annulus. This set of stator blades has been designated as Stator

Set No. 1. Geometric properties of this stator row are listed in Table I.
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TABLE I

Geometric Characteristics of Stator Set No. 1

Blade Length 2. 98 inches

Blade Chord at Outer Diameter 1. 316 inches

Blade Chord at Inner Diameter 1. 290 inches

Blade Thickness at Outer Diameter 0.1524 inch

Blade Thickness at Inner Diameter 0. 1132 inch

Blade Camber Angle (angle between tangents
to mean camber line of leading and trailing
edges) 35. 6 degrees

Outer Diameter 0 degree
Blade Twist; positive Mid-Annulus 0. 28 degree
twist reduces stagger Inner Diameter 1.42 degree

Number of Blades 54

Solidity at Mid-Annulus 0.85

The two other stator rows which were tested consisted of blades

identical to those in Stator Set No. 1 except for the chord length. The chord

length was double that of the blades in Stator Set No. 1. These stator rows

have been designated Stator Sets No. 4 and 5. Stator Set No. 4 contained the

same number of blades as Stator Set No. 1 while Stator Set No. 5 had every

other blade removed. Thus Stator Set No. 4 had twice the solidity ratio as

Stator Set No. 1 while Stator Set No. 5 had the same solidity ratio as Stator

Set No. 1. The blades in Stator Sets No. 4 and 5 were manufactured from

epoxy resin in a fashion similar to the inlet guide vanes. In these cases,

however, the blades were molded around nearly rectangular cores made from

cut-down J-79 compressor blades.

The stationary annular cascade had provision for boundary-layer

suction. This was provided at three stations. The location of these stations
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is illustrated in Figure 5 along with some other details. Each suction station

consisted of a double row of small holes extending around the circumference
of the inner or outer annulus wall. Each ring of holes was backed by an annular

plenum chamber with a baffle. The suction applied to each station was inde-

pendently adjustable. Tests with boundary-layer suction were reported in

Reference 1. It was shown that the use of suction in the annular cascade did

not produce any measurable change in the properties of rotating stall. Thus,

the suction was not used in the current work.

In addition to the location of the boundary-layer suction holes, Figure 5

also shows the location of traversing stations for hot-wire and total pressure

probes. Two types of mountings for the probes are included in the facility.

The simplest mount allows radial traverse only. Three of these mounts
were built into the test section -- one upstream of the guide-vane row (not

shown), one approximately midway between the guide vane and stator rows,

and one downstream of the stator row. The second type of traverse mounting

for the probes allows both radial and circumferential movement of the probe.

There are two of these traverse mounts -- one between the guide vane and

stator rows, and one downstream of the stator row.

A linearized two-channel, constant-temperature, hot-wire anemo-

meter system was used in conjunction with a crossed-wire probe for the

velocity and swirl angle measurements. Readout for the hot-wire system

was made by means of a two-channel integrator-digital voltmeter system.

Each linearized hot-wire signal was integrated for either 25 or 30 seconds

and the time average was calculated from the readings on the digital volt-

meters.

Total pressure surveys were made through circumferential traverses

with a multiple-tube total pressure rake. The total pressure rake was aligned

with the flow in two different ways. Initially, alignment was based on the

swirl angle measurements made with the hot-wire system. In later tests,

alignment was made by using a Conrad arrowhead style yawmeter incorporated
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on the rake. In all tests, the pressures detected by the rake were photo-

graphically recorded from a multitube inclined manometer.

2. Calibration of Stationary Inlet Guide Vanes

The swirl angle distributions generated by the stationary inlet guide

vanes had been measured prior to initiation of the current program. Detailed
results are reported in Reference 1 and will not be repeated here. For the

purposes of the present investigation it is sufficient to note that extensive cir-

cumferential and radial surveys were performed to obtain circumferentially

averaged radial distributions of the swirl angle. The swirl angles measured

downstream of the guide vanes are summarized in Figure 6. These angles

have been called inlet swirl angles because they provide the inlet conditions

to the stator row under test.

Two types of average swirl angles downstream of the guide vanes

are presented in Figure 6 as a function of guidevane stagger angle, cV•

These are the circumferentially averaged inlet swirl angle, / 3 1M , measured

at mid-annulus and the overall inlet swirl angle, /13 , obtained by integrating

the circumferentially averaged swirl angle diftributions along a radius.

General definitions of these two swirl angles are as follows: The circum-

ferential or azimuthal average swirl angle, /3.- in flow region L1 is given by

/3(Cr) 13 ((1)
(e. -eo_ /0jr a

S --f2 U0

The overall swirl angle is given by

(2/3 (r') ol r (2)

where r is the radius
U is the axial velocity upstream of the guide vanes

W) is the swirl angle

o is the azimuth angle

is the air density
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and subscripts

= 0 refer to conditions upstream of the guide vanes

A, = I refer to conditions betweeui the guide vanes and the stators

A = 2 refer to conditions downstream of the stators

_k% refer to inner wall (hub)

t refer to outer wall (tip)

The azimuth angle limits, 19. and 0 b , were governed by the physical

limits of the traverse mechanism. In the experimental surveys, the incre-

ment in azimuth angle (eb - e,,) was large enough in all cases to cover at

least one complete space between adjacent blades.

The radial surveys of inlet swirl angle reported in Reference 1 showed

that the distribution of these angles with radius was relatively uniform. =

This result is reflected in Figure 6 where the pverall inlet swirl angle, i13

is close to the average value measured at mid annulus, S . The largest

difference between these two angles is less than two degrees.

In addition to the inlet swirl angle surveys, radial distributions of

total pressure were measured downstream of the guide vanes. These data

were obtained during the current program. They were reduced to coefficient

form referenced to the dynamic pressure at the inlet to the annular cascade.

As with the swirl angles, the total pressures were averaged in two ways.

The corresponding coefficients are defined as a circumferential average

total pressure coefficient, Cpr, , in flow region A. which is given by

HO

S (Cb-O _ (3)

The corresponding overall total pressure coefficient is

rt• -T 2- r; t C PT -r) a1 r (4)
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where H*, is the total pressure in flow region - , and the remainder of the
notation is the same as that used for Equations (1) and (2).

The overall total pressure coefficient, Cpr, , downstream of the

guide vanes is shown in Figure 7 as a function of guide vane stagger angle,

Sc"/ * Presentation of radial distributions of the circumferentially averaged
total pressure coefficient, Cp , is delayed until Section II-B so that they may

be compared directly to similar data, Cpr , measured downstream of one of

the stator rows.

B. INVESTIGATION OF EFFECT OF BLADE CHORD ON ROTATING
STALL

This portion of the experimental program was designed to determine

whether the blade-chord (or more properly stated, the blade chord normalized

by a typical compressor dimension such as its circumference) has an effect

on rotating stall which is independent of the effect of solidity ratio.

In the experiments reported in Reference 1, rotating stall properties

were measured on three olade rows, each with different profile shape. Two

of these rows, each with a different profile shape. Two of these rows had

identical blade chords and solidity ratios while for the third, both of these

parameters were approximately halved. It was found that rotating stall on

the blade row with the smaller chord and solidity ratios propagated at nearly

twice the velocity observed on the other two blade rows. Since blade profile

shape appeared to have little influence on the rotating stall propagation velocity,

this indicated that the propagation velocity difference could be due either to

differences in solidity ratio or blade-chord. The data were not sufficient

to distinguish between the effects of blade chord and solidity ratio. Ht..Vever,

other data available in the literature, Reference 3, showed little change in

propagation velocity with a two-to-one change in solidity ratio. Thus, it was

suggested in Reference 1, that blade-chord may be a major factor in deter-

mining rotating stall propagation velocity and that such a possibility warranted j•
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further consideration. The experimental program described in the following

paragraphs is designed to investigate this possibility.

The stationary annular cascade was used for this investigation. It

is described in Section II.A and the notation used is shown in Figure 1. In

these experiments the mean axial flow velocity, U. , was held constant at 60

feet per second. The experiments consisted of measuring the flow properties

prior to inception and during the occurrence of rotating stall on three different

stator rows. These stators have been designated as Stator Sets No. 1, 4, and

5. Their geometric properties are listed in Section II.A. Briefly, the blades

in all three stator sets had the same profile shape and twist distribution.

However, the blade-chord lengths and solidity ratios were different. The

combinations of blade chord and solidity ratio are listed in Table II.

TABLE II

Comparison of Stator Sets No. I. 4, and 5

Stator Stator Stator
Set No. 1 Set No. 4 Set No. 5

Blade Length, inches 2. 98 2.98 2.98

Blade Chord at.Mid-Annulus, inches 1.30 2.60 2.60

Number of Blades 54 54 27

Solidity at Mid-Annulus 0.85 1.70 0.85

Aspect Ratio (Blade Length/Blade Chord) 2.28 1.14 1.14

The combinations of blade chord and solidity ratio given by the above grouping

are sufficient to study any direct effect of blade chord independent of solidity

ratio on the properties of rotating stall.

The rotating stall inception boundary for all three stator sets are

shown in Figure 8 in terms of inlet guide vane and stator stagger angles. The

behavior of the inception curves for Stator Sets No. 1 and 5 are of the most

interest because these two blade rows are identical in all geometric quantities

(including solidity) except for the blade chord and aspect ratio. The overall
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behaviors of both curves are similar. In particular, both Stator Sets No. I

and 5 exhibit an onset of turbulence and possible small amplitude rotating stall

prior to large amplitude rotating stall for stator stagger angles less than

approximately 32 degrees. There is, however, a difference of 4 to 5 degrees

in inlet guide vane stagger angle at which rotating stall occurs for the two

curves. Since only the chord and aspect ratio of these two stator rows are

different, it may be that the differences in the inception boundaries are due

primarily to end effects which change the blade row turning and loss perfor-

mance. As will be shown, these performance parameters are different for

all three stator sets.

The turning performance of each stator set was measured through

radial surveys with a crossed hot-wire probe. These surveys were made at

three different circumferential locations, 9r . and the results were averaged

to obtain, 13 , . As a check on the accuracy of the three point average, a

more extensive circumferential average, /3M I was made at mid-annulus for

each case. The mid-annulus average was calculated from a minimum of eight

points. A complete set of swirl angle distributions for Stator Set No. 4 is

shown in Figure 9. The results shown are typical of all three stator sets.

(The corresponding data for Stator Set No. I have been presented in Reference

1 and those for Stator Set No. 5 are in the Eighth Quarterly Progress Report

for the current program, CAL Report No. MK-293Z-A-8.

Figures 9 (a), (b) and (c) show the radial distributions of swirl angle,

./3 ,for stator stagger angles of 28.2, 37.2, and 47.2 degrees, respectively.

On each set of radial distributions, the corresponding mid-annulus circum-

ferential averages, /32 are shown also for comparison. The three point

average data, /,' obtained at mid-annulus are generally in agreement with

the more extensive mid-annulus averages, /32M. An exception to this good

agreement occurs near rotating stall inception for a stator stagger angle of

28. 2 degrees (Figure 9 (a)). The circumferential variations in the local

values of /3 for this case were relatively large (t 3 degrees at inception)
2

and it may be that the three point average used for /3, does not contain

enough points to give an accurate value. However, there is evidence that
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the differences between 13 . and /3, are caused at least partially by the fact

that the flow downstream of the stators is not completely repeatable on a

day-to-day basis. That is, although repeated check points in any one continuous

series of tests showed excellent agreement, repeated experiments over a period

of weeks showed deviations as large as the differences between and and

The same phenomenon was observed on Stator Set No. 5 in the current work

and on Stator Set No. 2 in Reference 1. However, the observed deviations on

Stator Sets No. 4 and 5 were not as large as those observed on Stator Set No.

2, and they did not occur over as large a range of stator stagger angles and

inlet conditions.

In spite of the apparent day-to-day changes in blade turning performance,

the inlet swirl angle for inception of rotating stall on Stator Sets No. 2, 4, and

5 did not vary for any given stator stagger angle. Thus, the observed changes

do not appear to be important in determining the rotating stall inception point.

It is worth mentioning that the values of /Zm and /32 obtained with Stator Set

No. 1 generally showed less deviation than those obtained with Stator Sets

No. 4 and 5.

The radial distributions of swirl angle shown in Figure 9 illustrate

a feature which is common to all of the stator sets which have been tested

to date. The swirl angle distributions downstream of the stators are highly

nonuniform along the radius. This leads to a problem in using the data as

inputs to the theory since the theory is essentially two-dimensional. A

number of alternative methods for using the data in the theory were considered,

including using a blade-element approach which would apply the theory locally

along streamtubes. It was decided to evaluate the theory first by using the

simplest form of the input data as possible. Thus, initial correlations were

performed using mid-annulus average data, /3? (Equation 1). Later

correlations were performed using overall averages, /S. (Equation 2). As

will be shown in Section III, the use of /3 a (and /5, ) along with similarly

averaged loss data in 'he theory provides good correlation between experi-

mental and theoretical rotating stall inception points and reasonable correlation

for propagation velocities and numbers of cells just after inception.
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Radial distributions of total pressure coefficient, Cp,, (Equation 3),

measured upstream and downstream of Stator Set No. 4 are shown in Figure 10

for the same stator stagger angles that were used for the flow angularity surveys.

(Similar data for Stator Sets No. 1 and 5 were presented respectively in the

Fifth and Seventh Quarterly Progress Reports for the current program, CAL

Reports MK-2932-A-5 and -7. ) Each data point in Figure 10 represents a

circumferential average of nine equally spaced total pressure readings. In

a few cases, values of Cpr were not available from the guide vane calibration

at exactly the same guide vane stagger angle used for the determination of

CPT . In these cases, the Cp, data which are shown were obtained by

interpolation of the existing data.

For given guide vane and stator stagger angles, the difference

between the upstream and downstream total pressure coefficient curves

represents the loss through the stator row, A CPr . That is

PCp () P- (r) C rT (r) (5)

An overall loss coefficient for the stator row, A C is defined as
PT,

P PC PTC 2 (6)

where Cp7  is given by Equation (4).

The value of A Cp is always positive since the stator row removes

energy from the flow. The same is generally true of ACpr(r) , although re-

distribution of the local total pressure through the blade row can cause some

instances where A Cpe(r) is slightly negative at a given radius. Some locally

negative values of ACp.,(r)are apparent in Figure 10 near the hub. (Note

that in Figure 10, the horizontal axis is plotted with negative Cp values.

It is apparent from Figure 10 that the radial distributions of stator

row loss coefficient are highly nonuniform. The same is true for the losses

measured through Stator Sets No. 1 and 5. As with the flow angularity data,

the overall loss coefficient (Equation 6) was used in application of the theory.

The overall flow angularity data for all three stator sets are shown in Figures

11 through 13 and the corresponding loss data are shown in Figures 14 through 16.
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The flow angularity in Figures 11 through 13 are presented both in

terms of mid-annulus averages and in terms of overall averages /,.

Where possible, the data were gathered at identical stator stagger angles for

each stator set. However, there is some lack of overlap in stagger angles.

This arose because Stator Set No. 1 was tested first at three widely spaced

values of stagger angle. When performing later tests on Stator Set No. 4, it

was discovered that rotating stall could not be obtained at the largest stator

stagger angle ( 6"s H = 57. Z degrees) that had been tested on Stator Set No. 1.

The inlet swirl angles available from the guide vanes did not reach high

enough values. Later, a somewhat similar situation was discovered on Stator

Set No. 5 at 8 SH = 28. 2 degrees. However, in this case, it was possible to

generate a large amplitude rotating stall by increasing S. only one degree,

that is 6 5M = 29. 2 degrees.

In each of Figures 11 through 13, rotating stall inception is indicated

by an arrow (dashed for the mid-annulus averages and solid for the overall

averages). Rotating stall was detected through the use of quarter-chord

pressure taps at mid-annulus on the suction surface of the stator blades.

As in Reference 1, these detectors indicated two types of rotating stall

inception. At the higher stator stagger angles on Stator Sets No. 1 and 5

and at all stagger angles on Stator Set No. 4, the detectors indicated a

relatively clean flow over the blades prior to rotating stall inception. Rotating

stall began intermittently with relatively small amplitude. As inlet swirl

angle was increased beyond inception, the intermittency rapidly disappeared

and the amplitude increased with increasing inlet swirl angle. This type of

behavior has been called small amplitude inception and is indicated in the

figures by an arrow pointing downward.

At the lower stator stagger angles on Stator Sets No. 1 and 5, the

pressure detectors indicated turbulence in the flow prior to the detection of

rotating stall. In these turbulent cases, it is easy to recognize the sudden

onset of a large amplitude rotating stall pattern. This second type of rotating

stall inception has been called large amplitude rotating stall inception and is

indicated by an arrow pointing upward in Figures 11 through 13. It was also
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found possible to discern a small amplitude rotating stall in some cases,

notably on Stator Set No. 1, prior to the sudden onset of large amplitude

rotating stall. The small amplitude rotating stall is very difficult to discern

because of the turbulence and it could easily be missed. Hence, it is possible

that the large amplitude rotating stall shown in Figure 13 for a stator stagger

angle 6 ,5 = 29. 2 degrees was preceded by an undetected small amplitude

rotating stall and that a similar undetected rotating stall existed for 8 5. = 28. 2

degrees where no rotating stall is indicated. The onset of turbulence for these

two cases is indicated in Figure 13 to show the range over which an undetected

small amplitude rotating stall could exist.

There are some features to the turning performance curves of

Figures 11 through 13 that are worth comment. First, the mid-annulus

average data, a / do not appear to give a good indication of the overall

flow turning performance, /32 , of the stator sets. This is particularly

true at the higher stator stagger angles in all cases and is caused by the large

nonuniformities in the radial distributions in swirl angle near the hub at high

stagger angles (e. g. Figure 9 (c)). Note that at these high stator stagger angles,

the differences discussed previously between values of /32 and /3 a at mid-

annulus were very small on all three stator sets. Second, the overall average

swirl angles, /3, , show a smoother variation with inlet swirl angle than the

mid-annulus averages, 152 . Here the most notable differences occur at

the low stator stagger angles on Stator Set No. 5 (Figure 13). This is one

of the cases where the flow at any given radius appeared to be unstable on a

day-to-day basis. Both the day-to-day variations in /13 at a given location,

and the irregularities in the circumferential averages at mid-annulus, /5z,

could be caused by changes in the radial distributions of swirl angle which

have little effect on the overall turning performance as given by 137 • Both of

the above observations lead to the conclusion that the flow turning perform-

ance of the stators was not well represented by data measured at mid-annulus

alone. Thus, the overall turning perfux-aicc given by /32 versus /3,

was used in the application of the theory which is presented in Section III.
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It is of interest to compare the overall turning performance of the

three stator sets shown in Figures 11 through 13 while recalling that the solidity

of Stator Set No. 4 is double that of Stator Sets No. 1 and 5 (Table II). As

expected, Stator Set No. 4 provides the most flow turning for any given stagger

angle and inlet swirl angle because of its higher solidity ratio. The extra

turning is greatest at low stator stagger angles. More significantly, Stator

Sets No. 1 and 5, which have the same solidity, did not provide identical

turning performance or rotating stall inception points. For stator stagger

angles of 28. Z and 37. 2 degrees, at a fixed value of /11 , Stator Set No. 5

(large chord) turns the flow more than Stator Set No. 1 (small chord) with

the greatest difference occurring for 6sm = 28. 2 degrees. At the highest

stagger angle tested, 6 sM = 57. 2 degrees, the behavior is reversed, Stator
Set No. 1 turns the flow slightly more than Stator Set No. 5 for a given value

of /At . Moreover, rotating stall generally occurs at larger inlet swirl angles

on Stator Set No. 5 than on Stator Set No. 1. Apparently differences in end

effects on the blades in Stator Sets No. I and 5 are~sufficient to cause the

above behavior. Although the solidity and other geometry were the same for

these twvo stator sets, the aspect ratio as well as the chord length were different.

The overall total pressure loss through Stator Sets No. 1, 4 and 5
are shown in Figures 14, 15, and 16, respectively. As in the previous swirl

angle presentation, rotating stall inception is indicated by an arrow. The

loss curves for all three stator sets are different from each other when

considering a given stator stagger angle. However, the loss curves of the
equal solidity Stator Sets No. 1 and 5 are only moderately different in regions

where the inlet swirl angles overlap. The largest discrepancies occur at

6•s, = 57. 2 degrees. This is in contrast with the flow turning performance

where the greatest difference between these two stator sets was observed at

the smallest stagger angle 6 sM = 28. 2 degrees. The loss data do not show

a consistent pattern among the three stator sets. For a given inlet swirl

angle, the high solidity Stator Set No. 4 generally has the lowest loss at

5s, = 28.2 degrees and the highest loss at 6sH = 47.2 degrees. At 6 sm =

37.2 degrees, the loss curves cross each other depending on the value of inlet
swirl angle. Here, as with the flow angle data, the differences which were
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obtained are probably attributable to end losses for those cases where the

solidity was held constant.

The final data presented for Stator Sets No. 1, 4, and 5 are the

propagation velocity and number of cells which occur during rotating stall.

These were obtained from simultaneous measurements at two different cir-

cumferential locations. For Stator Sets No. 4 and 5, the detectors used in

these measurements were quarter-chord pressure taps on the suction surfaces

of the stator blades. The same quantities had been measured previously on

Stator Set No. I using hot wires mounted upstream of the stator row (Reference 1).

The measurements on Stator Set No. I were not repeated using the pressure

taps since past experience had indicated that both types of detectors, hot-wire

or pressure, give similar results.

The experimental rotating stall propagation velocities for all three

stator sets are compared in Figure 17. The propagation velocities have been

nondimensionalized by the mid-annulus average o4 the swirl velocity, WVM,

measured upstream of the stator row and are plotted as a function of the mid-

annulus average inlet swirl angle, i5• . As can be seen from the inlet guide

vane calibration curve (Figure 6), the .mid-annulus averages upstream of the

stator row are not very different from the overall averages. Presentation of

the data in this form allows direct comparison, if desired, with data presented

for Stator Sets No. 2 and 3 in Reference 1.

At the beginning of this subsection, it was noted that the evidence

available at the time this work v.-as undertaken suggested that blade chord

might be a major factor in determining rotating stall propagation velocity.

If this were true, the argument provided that Stator Sets No. 4 and 5 should

have the same propagation velocity and that this should be very close to half

the velocity found on Stator Set No. 1. Inspection of Figure 17 indicates that

this result was not obtained. Propagation velocities measured on Stator Set

No. 4 are almost exactly half those measured on Stator Set No. 1 but those

measured on Stator Set No. 5 are closest to, but in all cases less than, those

for Stator Set No. 1. If one were to ignore the propagation velocity results
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obtained for a stagger angle of 32. 2 degrees, the reasonably close agreement

between the results for Stator Sets No. 1 and 5 could lead to the conclusion

that the solidity is more important than blade chord in determining propagation

velocities. However, the data obtained at 6s. = 32. 2 degrees and the results

presented in Reference 3 are clearly at odds with this conclusion. Therefore,

neither blade-chord nor solidity ratio appear to have a consistent effect on

rotating stall propagation velocities.

The number of cells which occurred during rotating stall on the three

stator sets are shown in Figure 17 as numbers near the data points. Not all

the data points have numbers, since some of the records were not adequate

for determining the number of cells, even though propagation velocities could

be determined. All three stator sets demonstrate similar behavior in the

number of stall cells which occur. One or two cells usually occur very close

to inception where the stall is intermittent and then rapidly increase to four

or five cells for most cases as /31, is increased and the stall becomes steady.

Exceptions to this general rule occurred for Stator Sets No. 1 and 5 at stagger

angles of 28. 2 and 29. 2, respectively. (Stator Set No. 5 is shown for 8 s =

29.2 degrees because rotating stall was not detected for 6S. = 28.2 degrees.)

Here the numbers of cells observed near inception were between four and six.

In these cases, small amplitude rotating stall and turbulence preceded the

onset of large amplitude rotating stall (see Figures 11 and 13). In general,

the upper number of cells observed was about the same for all three stator

sets. This suggests that blade chord and solidity ratio are not important in

determining the number of cells.

In summary of the experimental investigation described above, it can

be stated that the results provided no evidence that either the blade chord or

the solidity have a consistent effect on rotating stall propagation velocity, number

of cells, or for that matter, the rotating stall inception boundary. Differences

in these quantities were observed but they did not form a consistent pattern

with either blade chord or solidity. Rather, the observed differences are

probably due to the measured differences in flow turning and loss performance

in the stator sets. These performance parameters are affected not only by
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solidity ratio but also by the end losses on the blades. For a given solidity

ratio, the end losses depend on such features as aspect ratio (and hence in

this program on blade chord) and blade tip clearance. The generally good

correlations between the theory of Section III (which uses the measured per-

formance) and the experiments of this section tend to bear out the above

statement.

C. DESCRIPTION OF ANNULAR CASCADE FACILITY WITH
ROTATING HUB

After completion of the experimental investigation described in

Section II. B, the annular cascade was modified so that either a guide vane

row or the blade row under test could be rotated. The modified facility and

the calibration of the rotating guide vanes are described in the following

paragraphs.

1. Gcneral Description

The principal modification to the annular cascade facility was the

provision of a new hub design which allowed rotation of either a set of guide

vanes or of a downstream blade row. A simplified sketch of the new blade

row configuration is shown in Figure 18 along with the notation which is used.

Figures 19 and 20 show slightly different views of the main portions of the

rotating hub assembly. These photographs were taken before final installa-

tion, while the rotors were being balance tested. The horizontal steel

tubes fastened to the outer ring frame in the photos were temporary spacer

bars used in place of the J-79 outer casing. (The casing was being used in

the stationary annular cascade at the time. ) The rubber tube at the drive

end of the rig was also temporary. It was used to couple the rotor to an

external electric motor for dynamic balance tests. In these photographs,

the smaller chord blades are the set which was tested both as a stator row

and as a rotor row. The larger chord blades are the upstream guide vane

row used to provide wheel type swirl when the tested blade row was held

stationary.
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Details of the rotating hub installation in the annular cascade are

shown in Figure 21. The main features of the design are as follows. There

are two rotor assemblies, one centered at the axial location of the third stage

rotor in the original J-79 compressor and one centered at the original J-79

fifth stage rotor. Both of these rotors are driven by a cormmon drive shaft.

However, either rotor can be decoupled from the drive sha 't and held station-

ary while the other rotor is driven. Alternatively, both roltors can be driven,

but only at identical velocities in the same direction. Only the rotor assemblies

rotate, the outer skin on the hub upstream and downstream of the rotors and

between the rotors is held stationary. The drive shaft to the rotors is powered

by a Z4 horsepower hydraulic motor. Rotational speed is infinitely variable

in either direction between zero and approximately 1500 rpm. Ar. external

hydraulic pump system powered by a 30 horsepower electric motor is used

to provide power for the hydraulic motor.

The inlet and outlet ducting to the rotating annular cascade are the

same as those used in the stationary cascade (iigure 2). Wind-tunnel suction

is still used to provide the desired mass flow through the facility. This is

the reason the rotor drive does not require as much power as one might

expect. At the same time, the combination of powered rotor plus independent

mass flow control provides exceptional versatility to the complete test rig.

The upstream (third stage) rotor assembly was fitted with large chord

guide vanes to provide variable wheel-type inlet swirl to the fifth stage rotor

blades during one series of tests in which the fifth stage rotor was held sta-

tionary. These guide vane blades are made from epoxy resin molded around

steel cores in a fashion similar to Stator Sets No. 4 and 5. The new blades

differ from the older stator blades in that they are mounted on the upstream

rotating hub rather than on the outer casing. The method of fastening the

blades to the hub allows individual adjustment of the stagger angle. Details

of the blade fastenings are shown in an insert in Figure 21. The guide vane

blades have a NACA 63 24 (A 4 K6 )10 profile shape with a constant chord of

3 inches and a linear twist of 8. 7 degrees increasing towards the tip. The

rotating guide vane row has a total of 36 blades. The magnitude of the

wheel swirl generated by the guide vanes is adjustable through control of the

rotational speed of the third stage rotor.
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"The downstream (fifth stage) rotor assembly was fitted with steel

blades. These blades were made from the fifth stage rotor blades of a J-79

compressor, unmodified except for the blade lengths which were shortened

in order to fit the three inch annulus of the test rig. The tip portion of the

J-79 rotor blades were used. There are 46 blades in all, the same as the

original J-79 fifth stage rotor. These were mounted on CALSPAN manu-

factured bases similar to the rotating guide vane bases (Figure 21). The

blades had a nominal twist of 14. 5 degrees and an approximately constant

chord length of 1.45 inches over the three inch span. However, measurements

showed that in practice, the twisc over the center 2-1/2 inches in these

production J-79 blades varied between 10.8 and 14.4 degrees with an average

value of 12.9 degrees. The blddes were installed in a sequence which distri-

buted the nonuniformities in twist over the complete circumference. Particular

attention was paid to the circumferential region where surveys downstream

of the stationary blades were to be made. In this region, the blades were

selected to have twist values as close to the av0!rage as possible. This blade

row has been designated as Stator Set No. 6 when tested as a stator row, and

as Rotor Set No. I when tested as an isolated rotor.

A blade tip clearance problem was encountered on installation of

the rotor assembly in the annular cascade. The J-79 compressor outer casing

used in the annular cascade is about one-tenth inch out of round with the split

line diameter being the largest. In final assembly, the rotor was mounted in

the casing with shims slong the split line which provided the following tip

clearances: 0. 025 inch on the top and bottom and 0. 058 inch on the sides

for the guide vanes, and 0. 030 inch on the top and bottom and 0. 046 to 0. 048

inch on the sides for the downstream rotor. Since the stagger angles of both

the guide vanes and the rotor blades are adjustable, the quoted tip clearances

apply only to the mid-chord pivot points. Clearance at the blade leading and

trailing edges vary slightly with changes in stagger angle from the angle for

which the tip contour was determined. For each blade row, the stagger angle

used to determine the tip contour was the maximum which was expected to

be used. The choice of lower reference stagger angles would have resulted

in interference between the blades and outer casing at stagger angles much

larger than the reference. This is particularly true of the guide vanes which

have large chords.
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The flow measuring equipment used in the tests performed in the

rotating annular cascade is the same as that used with the stationary annular

cascade. This equipment has been described in Section II.A.

2. Calibration of Rotating Inlet Guide Vanes

The rotating guide vanes were designed to provide a wheel-type swirl

angle distribution for the flow approaching the downstream blade row. The

design calculations indicated that the blade row should be capable of providing

the proper swirl distributions when the stagger angle is selected to provide the

largest mean swirl angle with the blade row held stationary, and that smaller

mean swirl angles would be attainable by allowing the row to rotate as a

turbine with the speed controlled through the hydraulic drive system. The

choice of turbine rather than compressor mode of operation for the guide

vanes was made because of the high swirl angles required for some of the

tests. It was believed that the pressure drop across the turbine would allow

greater mean swirl angles to be achieved prior to stall of the guide vanes.

The turbine mode of operation is made possible because the air flow through

the annular cascade facility is independently controlled by the wind tunnel

compressor to which it is attached. The mean axial velocity, U. , was held

constant at 60 feet per second during these tests and the following tests on

the effects of blade row rotation.

In the initial calibrations of the guide vanes, it was found that using

the guide vanes as a turbine only did not provide the best wheel-type swirl

angle distributions. A better procedure appeared to consist of setting the

guide vane stagger angle to give a mean swirl angle roughly mid-way between

the extremes of the desired range and to operate the row as a turbine to obtain

lower swirl angles and as a compressor to obtain higher swirl angles. The

initial tests considered four different stagger angle settings of the guide vanes,

8GV = 48.1, 36. 1, 28.1 and 18. 1 degrees. The listed guide vane stagger

angles were measured at the hub. On the basis of these tests, the two lowest

stagger angles were eliminated. Complete total pressure and swirl angle

surveys were then made for the guide vane stagger angles of S =,v 48. 1 and

36.1 degrees.
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In the total pressure and swirl angle surveys, only one circumfer-

ential location was used. Since the guide vanes were rotating in all of the

tests, the circurnferential averages indicated by Equations 1 and 3 can be

replaced by time averages at a fixed circumferential location. Thus the

quantities, /3, , and CF,, presented in the following paragraphs are actually

time averages, but the definitions given previously arc applicable.

Prior to the complete calibration of the rotating guide vanes, rotating

stall inception on Stator Set No. 6 was determined for three stator stagger

angles (30, 40, and 50 degrees measured at mid-annulus) and for guide vane

stagger angles of 36. 1 and 43. 1 degrees. This stator set is the one which

was later tested in combination with the rotating guide vanes. The inception

boundaries were determined at this point in order to provide limits for the

ranges over which the swirl angle calibrations of the guide vanes were re-

quirud. Following the determination of the inception boundaries, Stator Sct

No. 6( was removed and the guide vanes were calibrated for swirl angle and

total pressure over a range sufficient to include rotating stall inception in

all cases.

Although the calibrations were performed for guide vane stagger

angles of 36. 1 and 43. 1 degrees, only the data measured with c.,v 36. 1

degrees will be presented. This value gave the best swirl angle distributions

and was the one used for the main body of the tests on Stator Set No. 6. The

results obtained at both guide vane stagger angles are presented in the Tenth

Quarterly Progress Report for this program (CAL Report MK-2932-A-10).

The radial distributions of swirl angle, A, , measured downstream

of the rotating guide vanes are shown in Figure 22 for a guide vane stagger

angle of 36. 1 degrees. The crossed hot-wire system was used to measure

the swirl angles. Each radial distribution shown in Figure 22 is for a different

guide vane rpm. Positive rpm's correspond to rotation as a turbine and

negative rpm's correspond to rotation as a compressor (see Figure 18).

Since the rotating guide vanes were designed to provide an inlet swirl angle

distribution similar to that seen by an isolated rotor in a blade fixed coordinate

system, it is of interest to compare the calibration results with this type of

distribution. This has been done on Figure 22. The distributions seen by anl
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isolated rotor are shown on each graph as solid lines labeled "Desired Swirl

Angle Distribution". In each case, the solid curves have been selected so that

they integrate radially to the same value of A3, as the experimental distributions.

Inspection of Figure 22 shows that the measured swirl angle distribu-

tions approach the desired swirl angle distributions most closely at the neg-

ative values of rpm with the best agreement obtained between -150 and -250 rpm.

Rotating stall inception was found to occur on Stator Set No. 6 in this same

range of guide vane rpm. Thus the guide vanes generate swirl angle distribu-

tions closest to the desired values in the range which is most useful. In

general, the deviations in swirl angle from the desired values for all rpm's

in Figure 22 are considerably less than the measured variations in stator

blade twist noted previously for Stator Set No. 6, except very close to the tip

at low guide vane rpm's and close to the hub at the largest negative rpm.

Radial distributions of total pressure coefficient, Cp , measured
downstream of the rotating guide vanes are showfh in Figure 23. The distri-

butions are most uniform at positive rpm's and become increasingly distorted

as rpm is increased negatively. Unfortunately, the large negative values

of rpm are required to generate the swirl angles necessary to cause rotating

stall. The total pressure distributions associated with the high negative rpm's

would normally present unacceptable distortion patterns to a rotor row because

of the associated relative angle variations. However, these flows are being

used as the inlet conditions to a stator row where the nonuniformities in total

pressure do not represent relative angle of attack variations as they would

on a rotor. The swirl angle surveys presented in Figure 22 have shown that

the flow angle distributions are reasonably close to the desired distributions.

Radially integrated values of swirl angle, /31 , and of total pressure

coefficient, C , downstream of the rotating guide vanes are shown in

Figure 24 and 25, respectively, as a function of guide vane rpm. The defini-

tions of and Cp are given in Equations (2) and (4). These quantities

are used in the theory to provide the description of the inlet flow to Stator

Set No. 6.
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D. INVESTIGATION OF EFFECT OF BLADE ROTATION ON
ROTATING STALL

Prior to this portion of the experimental program, all of the rotating

stall studies which have been performed in the annular cascade facility used

stationary stator rows. It has not been demonstrated that the results of such

studies are directly applicable to blade rows which are rotating. Indeed, there

is reason to suspect that blade rotation could effect rotating stall in a manner

which cannot be accounted for simply by referring all parameters to a blade-

fixed coordinate system. For example, the radial distribution of pressure rise

across the blade row is dependent on blade rotation even if the turning of the

flow relative to a blade-fixed coordinate system is held constant. The sig-

nificance of this effect to the phenomenon of rotating stall has not been estab-

lished. Hence, this portion of the experimental investigation was performed

to determine the effect of blade row rotation on the inception and properties of

rotating stall.

In this investigation, tests were performed on a single blade row under

two different conditions. First the blades were held stationary and the inlet

flow was tailored by the rotating guide vanes to provide a wheel-type of inlet

swirl. In this configuration, the tested blade row has been designated as Stator

Set No. 6. Next, the guide vanes were removed and the tests were repeated

with the blade row rotating as an isolated rotor. When used as a rotor, the

blade row is designated as Rotor Set No. 1. Both series of tests then provided

nearly the same inlet swirl angle distributions in a coordinate system fixed

to the blades.

The tests performed on Stator Set No. 6 and Rotor Set No. I consisted

of measuring the radial distributions of swirl angle and total pressure down-

stream of the blade row near the inception of rotating stall. In addition, the
propagation velocities and number of cells occurring during rotating stall were

measured. The results obtained with each configuration will be presented in

an absolute coordinate system, and with the rotor configuration, the results

will also be presented in a coordinate system moving with the blades. In the
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following paragraphs, the results obtained on Stator Set No. 6 are presented

first. This is followed by a presentation of the results for Rotor Set No. 1.

Finally the two sets of data are compared and conclusions are presented.

1. Experiments on Stator Set No. 6 (Stationary Rotor)

The methods used to determine blade row performance and the pro-

perties of rotating stall were the same in this case as those used previously

on Stator Sets No. 1, 4 and 5. All measurements were performed for three

stator stagger angles, SRM = 30, 40 and 50 degrees. Since the blades in this

set have considerable twist over the three inch span and since inspection of

the blades showed that this twist varies from blade to blade (see Section II-C),

the stagger angles were measured at mid-annulus on each individual blade.

This procedure provides approximately the same overall mean stagger angle

for all of the blades and reduces the variations in stagger angle at the hub and

at the tip from blade to blade.

The average swirl angle distributions, 8 , along a radius down-

stream of Stator Set No. 6 are shown in Figure 26 (a), (b), and (c) for respec-

tive stator stagger angles of 30, 40 and 50 degrees. The more extensive

circumferential averages at mid-annulus, were not determined for

this stator row. Instead, the number of circumferential measuring locations

used to obtain an average was increased from the three locations used in pre-

vious work to four locations for these data.

Each curve on Figure 26 is for a different guide vane rpm and hence

for a different overall inlet swirl angle, /51 The guide vane rpm at which

rotating stall was first detected is indicated as a note on each of Figures 26(a),

(b), and (c). For more negative values of guide vane rpm, rotating stall was

always present. As in the previous stator tests, two types of rotating stall

inception were observed: a small amplitude rotating stall in which the stall

detectors indicated a relatively clean flow prior to inception, and a large

amplitude rotating stall preceded by turbulence which could mask a small

amplitude rotating stall. Here again, the large amplitude rotating stall
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preceded by turbulence was observed only at the lowest stagger angle tested,
6 SH = 30 degrees (Figure 26 (a)).

The swirl angle distributions downstream of Stator Set No. 6 dis-

play similarities with the previous stator sets. Comparing Figures 9 and 26,

the radial distributions of swirl angle for both cases are nonuniform with

radius and the nonuniformity increases as the stator stagger angle is increased.

The large twist in Stator Set No. 6 is in such a direction as to make the outlet

swirl angles more negative at the tip than at the hub. In contrast, Stator Set

No. 4 has practically no twist, so that ideally the outlet swirl angles should

be nearly constant with radius. Allowing for these differences in twist, it

can be seen that most of the nonuniformities occur at the hub on both stator

sets and that the nonuniformities increase as rotating stall is approached.

These nonuniformities are caused by a tendency for stator blades to stall first

near the hub when the swirl angles in the flow are high. As explained in

Reference I, the hub stall arises because the largest pressure rise occurs

at the hub under high swirl conditions.

Radial distributions of the average total pressure loss through Stator

Set No. 6 are shown in Figure 27 for all three stator stagger angles which were

tested. In this figure, the difference, A CPT , between the upstream and

downstream total pressure coefficients as defined by Equation (5) is shown.

As described previously, the upstream total pressure measurements were

obtained from a time average at one circumferential location. However, be-

cause Stator Set No. 6 was stationary in these tests, averages from nine

equally-spaced circumferential locations were used to define the downstream

total pressure.

The tendency for the stators to stall near the hubs is quite apparent

in Figure 27; the losses become very high in regions slightly removed from

the hub. As with Stator Set No. 4, slightly negative values of A CpT are at-

tained on Stator Set No. 6 near the hub and tip in some instances. However,

as will be shown, the overall loss coefficient ZACp is always positive.
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The overall flow turning performance and the overall total pressure

losses through Stator Set No. 6 are shown in Figures 28 and 29. Rotating

stall inception is indicated by arrows as in the previous presentations. The

point at which the quarter-chord pressure tap indicated turbulence is also

shown in Figure 28 for 6., = 30 degrees. Another feature is indicated in

Figure 28 for 8., = 30 degrees. Over a small range of inlets swirl angles,

/i , well removed from indications of either turbulence or rotating stall,

the quarter chord pressure detectors showed a small but clear indication of

the passage of the rotating guide vane wakes. At both lower andhigher values

of inlet swirl angle, the wake passage was not apparent. The reason for this

limited sensitivity of the stator suction surface pressure to the guide vane wakes

is not known at present.

The final results for Stator Set No. 6 are presented in Figure 30.

These are the propagation velocity and number of cells observed during the

occurrence of rotating stall. Propagation velocities have been nondimension-

alized by dividing by U0 T4i . This quantityx is almost identical to the

overall average of the inlet swirl velocity vW, . A comparison has shown the

two parameters to agree within 3 percent which is within the limits of experi-

mental error for the hot-wire equipment.

The data shown for stator stagger angles, s of 40 and 50 degrees

were obtained from quarter-chord pressure taps on the blades of Stator Set

No. 6. The data shown for = 30 degrees were obtained with a different

probe arrangement. As noted previously, in this case, detectable rotating

stall was preceded by a region in which the quarter-chord pressure trace

became highly irregular as it had on Stator Sets No. 1 and 5 at low stator

stagger angles. However, on Stator Set No. 6, the quarter-chord pressure

signals became so irregular that it was impossible to measure propagation

velocities and numbers of cells from photographic records. A number of

other probe arrangements were tried, both upstream and downstream of the

stator row. The arrangement which provided the clearest records was a

small total pressure probe upstream of the stator row with the probe tip ori-

ented approximately 90 degrees from its usual position, that is with the probe
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tip in a cross flow. The data shown in Figure 30 for S SM = 30 degrees were

analyzed from records obtained with this detector configuration.

In general, both the propagation velocities and the numbers of cells

in Figure 30 behave in a fashion similar to that found for the other stator sets

(Figure 17). With the non-dimensionalization used, the propagation velocities

are approximately constant and take values similar to those observed on Stator

Set No. 1. The upper limit on the numbers of cells observed was between 4

and 6 with occasionally fewer cells being observed in the intermittent region

very close to inception. This again agrees with the previous stator data.

2. Experiments on Rotor Set No. 1.

The flow measuring techniques used on Rotor Set No. 1 were the

same as those used in the calibration of the rotating guide vanes. All circum-

ferential averages were replaced by time averages measured at a single cir-

cumferential location. Rotor stagger angles, gRH were set to the same

three values as those used in the investigation of Stator Set No. 6. Since the

flow surveys required only one circumferential measuring location, a much

greater range of inlet conditions to the rotor were covered in an amount of

time equal to that required for the stator investigations.

Radial distributions of swirl angle and total pressure coefficient

measured downstream of Rotor Set No. 1 are shown in Figures 31 and 32

respectively for a wide range of rotor rpm's. The results shown in these

figures are referenced to a laboratory fixed frame of reference (absolute co-

ordinate system). The data obtained in the absence of rotating stall are shown

as open symbols connected by solid lines. The data measured while rotating

stall was occurring are shown as solid symbols connected by dashed lines.

With the rotor, rotating stall displayed a considerable amount of hysteresis

for a rotor stagger angle, 8 ,M = 50 degrees and a small amount of hysteresis

for 8 tR = 40 degrees. That is, as rotor rpm was increased rotating stall

occurred at a higher value of rpm than the value at which it disappeared on

decreasing the rotor rpm. No hysteresis was detected for SRH = 30 degrees
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or in any of the stator tests. In those cases where hysteresis did occur, the

swirl angle and total pressure data were measur-:d both with and without the

presence of rotating stall. The results for both cases are shown in Figures

31 and 32. In addition, occasional surveys were repeated to check on the con-

sistency of the data. These repeat data are shown as symbols with tails and

are listed in the legend on the figures as repeat points. The repeatability of

both the swirl angle and the total pressure data were excellent.

The data presented in Figures 31 and 32 are referenced to an absolute

coordinate system and the rotor blades are moving with respect to this co-

ordinate system. In order to compare the results with those obtained on Stator

Set No. 6 and also to use it in the theory, it is necessary to convert the data to

a coordinate system fixed to the rotor blades. This has been accomplished

through the following system of equations which relate the quantities relative

to the rotor blades (designated by a subscript "R") to the quantities measured

in the absolute coordinate system.

The notation for the absolute coordinate system and the sign conven-

tion used for both relative and absolute coordinate systems are shown in

Figure 18. For the isolated rotor tests, the guide vanes in Figure 18 are

absent and thus

U:Uo 0  0 , - (7)

With the simplification provided by Equation (7), the following expressions

can be derived.
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The parameters without the subscript R are measured in the absolute coordinate

system. All parameters have been defined previously in Equations (1) through

(6) except for the following:

U (r) circumferential average of the axial velocity downstream

of the rotor

V = rotating stall propagation velocity, positive in the same

sense as W

W2 (r) = circumferential average of the swirl velocity component

downstream of the rotor

W. = rotor blade velocity, positive in the same sense as WV

The above equations were applied to convert the data measured in

the absolute coordinate system to a blade-fixed coordinate system. The values

of Uz and W. were obtained from the results of the hot-wi.-e surveys. It

was found that simplifying assumptions which implied /• T 4 couldSa U.

lead to large errors in the calculation of L, C,, for large values of W

Thus, it was necessary to evaluate the integral expressions in these equations

numerically.
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Radial distributions of relative outlet swirl angle, /GaZ , are shown

in Figure 33, and of relative total pressure loss coefficient, A Cprc , are shown

in Figure 34. The method of presentation is similar to that used for the ab-

solute coordinate system. Data obtained in the absence of rotating stall are

shown as open symbols connected by solid lines. Data measured in the pre-

sence of rotating stall are shown as solid symbols connected by dashed lines.

Repeated surveys are shown as symbols with tails. These data can be compared

directly with the corresponding swirl angle and loss data for Stator Set No. 6

(Figures 26 and 27). This will be discussed in the next subsection.

A calibration curve of relative overall inlet swirl angle, / R

versus rotor rpm is shown in Figure 35. It was obtained by analytical solu-

tion of Equation (8). With the aid of this figure, the relative overall turning

and loss performance can be presented in a fashion similar to that used for

Stator Set No. 6 (Figure 28 and 29). The results are presented in Figures 36

and 37 for Rotor Set No. 1.

A few comments regarding Figures 36 and 37 are warranted at this

point. The rotating stall detectors used with the 'rotor for stagger angles of

40 and 50 degrees were pressure taps on the outer wall situated at an axial

location corresponding to the quarter-chord on the rotor blades. These de-

tectors picked up regular rotor blade passage signals which increased in

amplitude as the rotor rpm was increased, that is as /S was increased in

magnitude. However, for both of these stagger angles, when rotating stall

occurred the rotating stall pressure signals were much larger than the

regular blade passage signals. Thus the inception of rotating stall was quite

clear in the photographic records. These inception points are indicated in

Figure 36 along with the extent of the hysteresis in inception which has been

described previously.

With the rotor at a stagger angle of 30 degrees, the outer wall de-

tector signals became very unsteady prior to detection of a definite rotating

stall pattern. The amplitude of these unsteady signals grew large enough as
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/ was increased to mask the possible presence of a rotating stall. Thus,

as with Stator Set No. 6, small total pressure probes upstream of the rotor

with their tips in a cross-flow were used to detect rotating stall for 6 RM 30

degrees. The records showed that the rotating stall which occurs at 8 R,• 30

degrees is much more erratic than the relatively regular rotating stall that

occurs at 6R = 40 and 50 degrees. Figure 36 shows both the region where

erratic rotating stall is occurring and the region where the unsteady signals

from the outer wall detectors are increasing in amplitude.

Figure 36 also shows a region for (S. = 30 degrees in which a

third phenomenon was detected. For rotor speeds between approximately

750 and 850 rpm (-55O * /3 > -590), a nearly periodic disturbance with

very small amplitude was indicated by the cross-flow total pressure tubes

upstream of the rotor. On either side of the above rpm range, the disturbance

died out. The small disturbance had the largest amplitude and was the most

nearly periodic at about 800 rpm on the rotor. The disturbance frequency at

this point was approximately 85 1 _rtz, much less,,than the 613 Hertz blade

passage frequency but greater than the rotational frequency of the rotor

( 13 Hertz). it was not possible from the records to determine if a propaga-

tion velocity similar to that for rotating stall was associated with the small

disturbance. The cause of this phenomenon is not known at present, but it can

be speculated that there is some relation between it and the previously observed

sensitivity of Stator Set No. 6 to the rotating guide vane wakes over a small

range of inlet swirl angles.

The rotating stall propagation velocity and number of cells observed

on Rotor Set No. I are shown in Figure 38 for allthree rotor stagger angles.

The regions of hysteresis in the inception point are also indicated. Note that

the propagation velocities are presented in a coordinate system fixed to the

rotor blades. Thus these data can be compared directly to the results ob-

tained on Stator Set No. 6 (Figure 30).
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3. Comparison of Stationary and Rotating Blade Row Results

Eifore proceeding to a comparison of the overall performance of the

rotor and stator versions of the same blade row, the radial distributions of

the swirl angle, /iS , downstream of the blade rows and the loss coefficisnt,

A CT through the blade rows will be discussed. Recall that the inlet swirl

angle distribution to the stator row was tailored by the rotating guide vanes

to provide a flow angle distribution over thr span of the stator blades which

is nearli the same as ihose the rotor blades see in a coordinate system moving

with the rotor. Thus one would exuect the flow tcurning and loss distributiorns

to be similar unless the differences in centrifuga.lly induced effects become

significant.

The loss distributions through the stator and rotor will be considered

first. T, se are shown in Figure 27 for Stator Set No. 6 and in Figure 34 for

Rotor Sict No. 1, The loss distributions for the stator show Lhat, at all three

stagger angles, these blades stall first near the hub and that the stalled region

grows in extent and severity as rotating stall inception conditions are approached.

In contrast to this, the rotor at a stagger angle of 30 degrees (Figure 34(a))

shows a tendency to stall most severely near the tip as rotating stall inception

is approached. At stagger angles of 40 and 50 degrees, the rotor blade stall is

spread more uniformly over the complete span of the blades. It is for these

latter two cases that a hysteresis in rotating stall inception was observed.

Note that the difference between the loss distributions with and without rotating

stall are largest for that case ( &RM " 50 degrees, Figure 34(c)) where the ex-

tent of the hysteresis is largest.

Static pressure measurements on the outer casing and on the hub were

made for both the rotor and the stator. These showed that, on the rotor, the

largest static pressure rise occurs at the Wlade tip, while on the stator the

largest rise occurs at the hub. The greatest difference between the static

pressure rise at the hub and at the tip occurs on the, stator, which stalled near

the hub at all stagger angles. The rotor, which displays a (tefinit,, tip stall
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only for a stagger angle of 30 degrees and a more uniform stall at the other

two stagger angles, had less spanwise difference in static pressure rise

across the blade row. Thus the stalling characteristics observed on the rotor

and on the stator are consistent with the static pressure rise across these

blade rows.

The swirl angle distributions downstream of the stator row (Figure

26) and of the rotor row (Figure 33) behave in a fashion which one would ex-

pect after inspection of the loss distributions. As rotating stall inception is

approached on the stator row, the flow near the hub progressively turns less

and less (larger negative values of 132 ) compared with the flow near the tip.

(Note that because of the twist in the blades, both the rotor and the stator

should show about 10 to 14 degrees more negative values of /13 at the tip

than at the hub in the unstalled condition. ) For the rotor at SRH = 30 degrees,

which stalled near the tip, the reverse occurs. The flow near the tip is turned

less. With 8 = 40 and 50 degrees on the rotor,, where the spanwise loss

distribution was more uniform, the spanwise distribution of /32 also be-

comes more uniform as rotating stall is approached. An interesting feature

of the rotor is that it apparently turns the flow more just after rotating stall

inception than it does just prior to inception. This is most noticeable near

the hub for S = 50 degrees (Figure 37(c)).
R M

It is apparent from the above discussion that the detailed behavior

of the rotor is different from that of the stator. This is particularly true

near rotating stall inception where the blade row losses are high. How much

these detailed differences affect the overall performance of the blade row can

be determined by comparison of the overall flow turning and loss performance

curves. The overall turning performance of Stator Set No. 6 is shown in

Figure 28 and of Rotor Set No. I in Figure 36. The differences in thr, overall

turning performance of the rotor and the stator are not as great as cne might

expect. In the range of/3, near inception on Stator Set No. 6, the rotor and

stator overall turning performance curves are nearly parallel for stagger

angles of 40 and 50 degrees. However the stator turns the flow approximately

3 degrees less in both cases. For a stagger angle of 30 degrees, the two
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turning performance curves are very close at the lowest overlapping values

of overall inlet swirl angle, ( /5 - - 50 degrees), but the slope of the curve

for the stator is less than that for the rotor. The maximum difference at

30 degrees stagger angle occurs at /3 = 60 degrees. At this point, the

stator turns the flow approximately 1. 5 degrees more than the rotor. Both

the stator and the rotor show a maximum in the turning performance curves

near rotating stall inception for a stagger angle of 30 degrees. However this

peak is closer to detectable inception on the stator than it is on the rotor.

The data in Figures 28 and 36 display other parallel features near

rotating stall inception for a stagger angle of 30 degrees. Both the stator

and the rotor display indications (irregular unsteady pressure disturbances)

of a non-rotating steady state stall on the blades prior to detectable rotating

stall inception. In addition, both the rotor and the stator display possibly

related phenomena well before detectable inception of either rotating stall

or steady-state stall. The stators showed an unusual sensitivity to the ro-

tating guide vane wakes, while the flow upstream of the rotor displayed a

small, nearly periodic, disturbance in the approaching flow. Both of these

phenomena occurred over only a small range of overall inlet swirl angles and

died away outside of these small ranges. However the inlet swirl angle range

was not the same in each case.

One feature of the overall turning performance which is different

for the rotor and the stator is the behavior at high stagger angles after

rotating stall inception. The rotor displayed a relatively large hysteresis

in the inception point for rotating stall at a stagger angle of 50 degrees. The

stator did not. In this range of hysteresis on the rotor, the turning perfor-

mance curve shows a definitediscontinuity. The flow is turned more while

rotating stall is occurring than when it is not. No discontinuity is apparent

in the corresponding data for the stator.

The overall loss performance curves for the stator and the rotor

are shown in Figures 29 and 37 respectively. At each stagger angle and at
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comparable overall inlet swirl angles, the Loss curves for the stator are

steeper than they are for the rotor. At the lowest overlapping inlet swirl

angles, the overall loss through the stator is less than that through the rotor,

while at higher inlet swirl angles, the stator displays the highest overall loss

coefficient. For a stagger angle of 50 degrees, the rotor displays a large

discontinuous jump in loss coefficient when rotating stall is present. This

does not occur on the stator.

The propagation velocity and number of cells observed on the stator

and ()n the rotor are given in Figures 30 and 38 respectively. Table III on

the next page gives a summary of the results from these figures along with

L (:omlparison of the conditions at rotating stall inception.

Inspection of Table III shows that there are more differences than

si milarities in the rotating stall properties on the stator and the rotor. In

all cases, rotating stall is delayed to higher overall inlet swirl angles on the

rotor than on the stator. Both the rotor and the stator display clean flow

prior to inception at stagger angles of 40 and 50 degrees and irregular dis-

turbances prior to inception for a stagger angle of 30 degrees. However, the

rotating stall amplitude at inception is different fpr the two cases. Moreover,

as noted previously, the rotor displayed hysteresis in the inception point at

high stagger angles but the stator did not. Propagation velocities on the stator

are approximately constant for all stagger angles. On the rotor, propagation

velocities increase as stagger angle is increased, being lower than those for

the stator at 30 degrees stagger angle and about the same at 50 degrees.

Finally, in all cases, the stator generates a higher number of rotating stall

cells than thie rotor. (The difference in the number of cells is probably at-

tributable to the presence of the guide vane row ahead of the stator. This

effect will be discussed in Section III, )

As discussed previously, for a given inlet swirl angle distribution

relative to the blade row, the rotor generates a higher static pressure rise

at the tip than at the hub. With the same inlet swirl angles, the stator has

thc highlest static pressure rise at the hub. This loads the rotor so that it
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TABLE III

Comparison of Rotating Stall Inception Points and Properties

for Stator Set No. 6 and Rotor Set No. I

Stagger

Property Angle Stator Set No. 6 Rotor Set No. I

Overall Inlet 30 -62. 4, Intermittent -65. 3, Intermittent

Swirl Angle, -63. 1, Continuous -65. 8, Continuous but

3, (degrees), 
Erratic

at Rotating
Stall 40 -58.9, Intermittent -61.7, rpm decreasing

Inception -59. 2, Continuous -62. 7, rpm increasing
(Hysteretic Inception)

50 -60. 0, Intermittent -65. 4, rpm decreasing

-60. 5, Continuous -68. 4, rpm increasing

(Hysteretic Inception)

Type of 30 Sudden Large Small Amplitude Preceded

Rotating StalI Amplitude Preceded by Irregular Disturbances

Inception by Flow Turbulence at Rotor Tip

40 Small Amplitude Large Amplitude Preceded

Preceded by Clean by Clean Flow

Flow

50 Small Amplitude Large Amplitude Preceded

Preceded by Clean by Clean Flow

Flow

Range of 30 0.41 - 0.51 0. 23 - 0.30 (one point at 0.37)

Dimension-
less Pro- 40 0.47 - 0.55 0.33 - 0.48

pagation
Velocity 50 0.41 - 0.49 0.41 - 0. 51

Number of 30 5-6 (Single cell I (Two cells observed once)

Stall Cells observed once in
intermittent region)

40 4-5 1, near inception
2, at high /3,

50 2-5, in intermittent 1
region

4-6, after inter-
mittent region
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stalls first at the tip or else approximately uniformly over the span, while

the stator always stalls first at the hub (at least for the twist distribution

on the tested blades). As a result, the overall turning and loss performance,

as well as the radial distributions in blade turning and loss, differ between

the rotor and the stator. However, as will be shown in the nexl section, if

the overall turning and loss performance are known, then the properties of

rotating stall on either blade row are satisfactorily predicted by the two-

dimensional theory presented therein. Thus it would appear that there is no

direct effect of blade rotation on the properties of rotating stall. The effect

is indirect, through changes in the steady-state blade row performance

characteristics. Moreover, for the high hub-to-tip ratio used in this program,

it appears adequate to represent the steady state performance characteristics

b\ overall results, integrated over the span of the blades.

E. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results of two separate experimental investigations of rotating

stall have been presented in Section II. In the first investigation, Section

II-B, the experiments were designed to determine if the blade-chord length

has a direct effect on the properties of rotating stall. It had been noted in

Reference 1, that the experimental evidence available at the time suggested

that this might be the case. In particular, there was the pos-ibility that ro-

tating stall propagation velocities decreased in inverse proportion to the blade-

chord length and that this effect was independent of the blade row solidity

ratio. In the experiments of Section II-B, both the blade chord and the solidity

ratio were varied independently. It was found that blade chord does not have

any large direct effect on rotating stall propagation velocities. Some dif-

ferences with blade chord were noted, but these were small. In contrast,

solidity ratio showed a relatively large effect in these experiments. How-

ever this result is in contradiction with the findings of Reference 3. On

the basis of these results, and with anticipation of the correlations between

theory and experiment presented in Section III, it is concluded that differences
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in rotating stall properties which are observed, arise primarily from the

effect of blade chord and solidity ratio on the steady state turning and loss

performance of a blade row. If these performance characteristics are known,

then the properties of rotating stall can be predicted.

In the second experimental investigation, Section II-D, the effects of

blade-row rotation on the properties of rotating stall were studied. In this

program, the same blade row was tested under two different conditions.

First it was held stationary and the inlet flow was tailored to provide a wheel-

type of inlet swirl by using rotating guide vanes upstream. Next, the guide

vanes were removed and the tests were repeated with the blade row rotating

as an isolated rotor. In this way the inlet swirl angle distributions relative

to the blades were kept nearly the same for both tests. The results of these

tests lead to a conclusion similar to that for the blade-chord experiment.

The conditions for inception and the properties of rotating stall were different

for the stator and the rotor. However, so were the steady state turning and

loss performance of the stator and rotor. If these steady state performance

differences are known, then the inception conditions and properties of rotating

stall for each case are predictable by the theory of Section III. Thus, as with

blade chord and solidity ratio, the effect of blade row rotation is indirect in

that differences in rotating stall arise from rotation induced differences in

steady state turning and loss performance of the blade row.

In addition to the results discussed above, both experimental investiga-

tions provided a large amount of data obtained on a variety of blade rows,

with each blade row at several blade stagger angles. These results were in-

valuable for guidance in the theoretical development and for assessing the

success of the theory through correlations between theoretical predictions and

experimental results.
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SECTION III

THEORETICAL ROTATING STALL RESEARCH

Rotating stall has, traditionally, been explained in terms of a flow

blockage analog whereby the induced flow angularity from the blockage alle-

viates the stalling of blades on one side of the stall zone and promotes the

stalling of blades on the opposite side of the stall zone. Whereas this idea

appears to be fundamentally correct, the present work shows that the induced

velocities from the unsteady vortex wakes of the stalled blade groups are also

essential for the occurrence of the phenomenon.

The first theories of rotating stall were given by Sears4, Marble•,

Stenning et al and Emmons et al The emphasis in these early works was

on the prediction of propagation speed and number of stall ceils whereas the

emphasis in the present work is on prediction of inception conditions. Various

blade row properties were assumed in these early studies and the salient

features of these works are discussed and summarized at length in References

8 and 9. The details of these works, therefore, will not be recounted here

except to mention that the concept of a boundary layer lag time was considered
4 6 8important ' ' . Generally, good correlation with experiment was only ob-

tained in those analyses in which the boundary layer lag time (or equivalently

phase angle) was left free for adjustment. Moreover, when several sets of

data were analyzed in the same fashion, no general conclusion could be drawn
8

about the required phase lags. (In the present analysis, satisfactory cor-

relation is obtained without considering this phenomenon).

10
Takata and Nagano , have recently presented a theory which correlates

well with their limited amount of data. Their theory is nonlinear and requires

extensive calculation to analyze any given configuration. While this type of

analysis can be quite good for any given case, it is difficult to identify the

fundamental phenomena involved and to generalize from numerical solutions.

Superscripts denote reference numbers listed at the end of the report.
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Takata also concludes that the nonlinearities in the equations of motion are

not significant but that the nonlinearities of the cascade properties dominate.

(The same conclusion may be drawn from the present work). Therefore, the

present work was limited to a linearized analysis to allow ready identification

of the important blade row characteristics. It may also be argued that a

linear theory should be adequate for prediction of inception conditions whereas

this is probably not true for analysis of the flow after rotating stall has been

established.

The present analysis is a natural extension of the methods of formu-

11
lation developed by Brady . Although the previous theoretical investigation

at Calspan were unsuccessful, the primary deficiency was identified in

Reference 1 as the absence of blade row losses in the flow model. They

have been included in the present flow model and the resulting correlation

of theory and experiment validates the conclusion of Reference i.

Although the details of the formulation of the present work are quite

different from the previous theories 4-7, 0 the resulting flow model bears
4

some similarity to that of Sears' channel flow theory and corresponds some-

what to a linearized version of the theory of Takata and Nagano. Some of

the differences will be pointed out at the appropriate places in the following

text. There is only slight connection between the present theory and those

of References 5 and 6.

The present theory is a small disturbance stability theory in that

time dependent small disturbances are superimposed on the steady mean

flow through a blade row, and the growth of the disturbances with time are

determined for various flow configurations. The flow is considered stable

if the disturbances die out or are damped with time, unstable if the disturbances

grow or are amplified in time, and neutrally stable if the disturbance ampli-

tude is not changing with time. The stall inception is assumed to correspond

to the neutral stability boundary. The theory has been formulated for an

isolated blade row and a two blade row configuration. The isolated or single
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Sio

blade row analysis will be described in the greatest depth since this model is

rnuch easier to understand and produces numerical results which are close

to the two blade row case. Most of the details oi the two blade row develop-

ment are presented in Appendix B, and only)r the results will be presented

and diEcussed in the main text.

"The present theory, as have been all the previous rotating stall

iheories4-7, !0 is an incomplete theory in tnat biade row performance data

must be used as i.nput to the theory. At present, it appears that the only

satisfactory source of these data is experiment.

It wai fciund not necessary to include the phenomena of hysteretic

behavior in the blade lift curves or a lag time for boundary layer separation

to achieve satisfactory correlation of theory and experiment. However, it

wa, found ne--essary to use accurate blade row loss data to achieve satisfactory

correlation . The single blade row theory was formulated with a lag time,

but numerical results were never obtained because data were not available

to specify the lag time and moreover, satisfactory corre!ation was obtained

without considering this phenomena. The formulation of the thcory with lag

time is, however, presented because of the interesting character of the re-

sulting model.

in addition, the effects of two different downstream constant pres-

sure bourt9 ary conditions on the theoretical model and resulting predictions

wVere (let erflhinei.

The flow model p• usently used is an incomnpressib.e two-dimensiurnwi

finite - thickness actnat or sheWe model and is describ,.d in detail in the following

SSct i,)ns. It is ass unled that for high hub-to-tip r Oios and low subsonic relIa -

tivr b!rtd, velocities that the flow throlugh it njrv. soc blade row\ nty he

;i~ipuxinatedby 11', 1fLow throu)Lgh a tw-io, .uIasde

4"!



A. SINGLE BLADE ROW THEORY

The flow through an isolated blade row in incompressible flow is

considered. A finite-thickness two-dimensional actuator-sheet was used to

model the blade row and is shown in Fig. 39 (The subscript o's indicate quan-

tities in a blade fixed coordinate system.) The transformation between blade

fixed coordinates and the laboratory fixed system is given by

U6 t

(tw
t -t

0where V4, is the blade velocity in the laboratory fixed system. The conditions

upstream of the blade row are denoted by a subscript 1 while conditions down-

stream of the blade row are denoted with a subscript 2. The mean flows

upstream and downstream of the blade row are uniform but of different swirl

angles. The finite thickness of the actuator retains the effects of the inertia

of the fluid within the blade row and leads to propagation velocities which are

weakly dependent upon blade chord. The mean absolute swirl angle in each

region is denoted as and the tangent of/3, is defined as S. , the absolute

swirl. The blade row is moving with an absolute velocity of Wb and the non-

dimensional blade velocity is given byfl. z- . The relative swirl with

respect to the blade row is given by 2ý - S-f.

It may be seen then that the fundamental differences between the

flow model used in this investigation and the channel flow model used in

Reference I is: (1) the finite thickness of the actator, and (2) allowance

for turning of the mean flow through the blade row in the present analysis.

We must proceed further to point out the differences between the present

work and Reference 10.

H II,,llowing R6,,'trc nct-s I anl d I I, all ofi the total flh w (q antities, which

are denotted by A hat, are decornposed into steady and unsteady parts as

WK /../ tJ)
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where the • designates the flow region. The unsteady parts are considered

to be much smaller than the steady parts such that the equations of motion

may be linearized. The linearization process is exactly the same as that

used in Reference 1 1 and a solution for the disturbance stream function of the

for e ct + / is sought such that LL,

and L&Pýý = •/ Here C is complex i.e. (C = CR j C ) and n is the number

of stall cells. The resulting disturbance is spatially periodic in the 4 direc--

tion with period -- where r is the mean radius of the blade row. Neutral

stability occurs when C.= 0 , instability when C. 4 0 and stability when

C1 > 0 . The appropriate 4)4 are readily determined from the linearized

Euler equations as

,cjx) 1 e r + e + r r, ( (15)

where the SA, 8 and D, are constants to be determined by the boundary

conditions.

To keep the flow quantities bounded at infinity upstream and down-

stream, we must have

PI, "- = 0

Further, requiring that the flow be irrotational 't upstream infinity implies

that D, 0 since the , and 8, terms are irrotational.

'These conbiderations reduce the numnber of undetermined constants

tu thrrec and the disturbance velocities may then be expressed as

! I '{ (ct f r 1 (16a)

CAY b - - •C't, PI _- X] .. (I16b)rJ

/c

,., ( , ,oWj° ' <

-t 7'



22l- q. t (I 6d)

f- (f +cS, (c• t cr +S)

The downstream disturbances are then composed of an irrotational

component (the terms proportional to Pz ) and vortex waves which are con-

vected along the mean flow streamlines (the terms proportional to D2 ).

The remaining constants ( B1 , P, and D2 ) are determined by the

matching conditions across the actuator which relate upstream and down-

stream flow conditions.

The matching conditions used are

i) Conservation of mass flow

2) Vorticity compatibility (conservation of vorticity)

3) Flow deflection relation

The conservation of mass flow through the actuator requires that

u•o, (2o,, , to) ao (Xoz, (o ,0 1 Z (17)

where
Zo, 0 = Otd .

and

L 0  L4o, + dOt

The vorticity cornpatability relation is essentially an extension of

H.lnihollzls law to consider flows with losses. It may be derived from first

p)rinciples as tollows:

In vector form, the fluid dynanic equations are

V V
D. - V, t (18)
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where

Dt -at ax I + a
a . a a

+ v•I + -kv

/0 = the density (assumed constant)

= the static pressure

f = the friction force

For a closed circuit C the circulation is defined as " r- V

where 1 is the radius vector to points on C. Then C

Ot J ll D0

(Our previous ainalysis' used - 0 which corresponds to assuming

no losses in the flow through the cascade)°

Using the vector identity

KV' 41 -V (V -V -

vherc is the vorticity vector, we have

/D F

%\ he Prcupun Eti titi on (1 9) becoi ses

C

This e(ItI.Ition is striPtly applic'bIt. to a ti ow ilod(el in which the

!didet. rows are i)rtes lt. lor the present type ',f lliw 1odel whetre the Il)tIIeIs

1, rz, i, ,iel,.d by tii t, I uatt r, f- IILtst he rI, o iIt ý,, to in, lud,- , body force

I.ii11( h Aejircsis All thlt. lt)rc.s xcrt.d t .tin the fluid by the liade rwu'

*1'



However, only the loss producing or nonconservative forces need to be con-

sidered in Equation (20). The line integral of a conservative force, such as

produced by blade lift, around a close circuit vanishes.

Equation (20) is the fundamental vorticity compatibility relation. A

closed contour, C , is chosen which encloses a portion of the actuator sheet
as in Figure 39. Sides @ and © are the boundary of the actuator and sides

@ and @ are parallel to the blade chords. It is assumed that the unsteady

velocity through the actuator is parallel to the blade chords and equal to

u.o, 4,A 6 . It is also assumed that the frictional forces act essentially parallel
to the local flow direction such that their contribution to the right hand sioe
of Equation (20) may be neglected along sides 0Q and C1 . Use is then made

of the following relationship which is derived from integration of the unsteady

form of the momentum equation through the actuator.

01U 2 + ^2 C1o

Where X is the total pressure loss coefficient defined such that it is positive

for loss through the blade row. That is

q ' , - q z

i (.UPIuW, I o

and H,,_ is tile total pressure relative to the blade row in region A . Then

the limit of Equation (20)as side Q approaches side 0 is

S.... -o 0o,) od > c0 t UO ( j '0 90 1)

2t 0t 01 1

II'r is thc Z coi:pontnt of Ihle vorticity vector and all quiailtitit-9 w.1ith a

isuhsc ript I are etvt luate.d at •Co, and •o while all quanttities with a stub -

sc ript 2 arc 11valuatcd at -X, and 40 .

IA Uatiuoz (1I) essentially states thit the vorticity shed into thit wak e

IS ic t Luni o1 f the tirmte rate Of change Of the bound vorticity ri thi,, ttlator

plus' the vurt'clty shed due- to the loss variation ailo g theit tUiato: axis.



Equation (21) is also the essential working form of the pressure loss rel~a-
tion developed in Reference 10. However, it has been developed here from

the viewpoint of conservation of vorticity.

The steady state turning performance of the cascade is assumed

to be expressible in the form

tz" U ( T4"n 70, (22)

where the subscript SS means steady state. For small unsteady variations
in inlet angle about 15o, , the first two term-s in the Taylor Series expans~ion
of Equation (22) are used to obtain the quasi-steady rclation

- +N -oe 2 0 - (2_3)
whe Cr e G,55

Then the flow turning relationship between upstream and downstreami swirls

is givenl by

aL (Z '4)

whe r- uise of thc following appI!roximlation has~ beer, made

0.1, Lk~
(25)

1tI~ii.~.III, I r''a (IttS( siu1ii I nIyI to ( X I (In 21. Tfle ap;pi-fxiImy titwr-

Vi oo~ r I II .pli ~o.ll io Iqu itimis (I i 21 : I ), :o oWd (2 -1) t~i J

1 :)g' m i i)\', 1 0 a )

I fi .-IndO (I til) Into. thc 111,0i'i-ifg coni tik~iIi s ~ l¶i0ii)0 17), (21), 11( (24-)

d st ilt tH , l v 11g fj il, I, nI- l - % s e l lto , t j J 1 11 ) ' M



re Q3 (26)

' i

, 3 I
[ ai M-e 4+j, o0,, 4 .A "

where

MP 0 X + x

A n r 0+h4
CL n 6

= - - O" n

rd r x13 --z r

/ ax

The reqairement for a nontrivial solution to Equation (26) is

a -1 -1

ThIi s is the ch,tracteristic equation which determines the allowable values of

A for a nuntrivial solution. This equation is a quad rati( equation in A

.Ani the first rt),,! Is found to b(e the zero amplitude sulutiun previously on-

., I --H(it +

Ahi(h has nfo physical significance. The second root is

2,j "-[ (/1 i)X , , (I9)

X J + a , -) ',



or in terms of C

=~ -+ c ( 1 + j, ) X '+ - X + a. ( J , + •A .) (3 0a )

ri U 2+5 {2 I

1 IX + 1+ + a. (I- .,J') -, X (3Ob,

Now C1 =0 implies neutrally stable conditions, Cr 0 implies unstable

conditions and C, > 0 implies stai le conditions. The propagation velocity

of an admissible disturbance is given by

S- c (31)

Tile fundamental mechanisms of rotating stall may be identified by

analyzing Equation (30b)). First we note that j , X and the product J, X'

are positive in regions of interest. Then we see that the only possible de-

stablizing contributions to C- come from the last two terms inside the large

brackets. The term proportional to 6L originates in the flow deflection re-

lationship, Emu ation (24), and may be either stabilizing or ciestabilizing.

The terni proportional to Xý originates in th-e vorticity compatibility relation,

Elquation (-'1), and is always destabilizing. This term may be linked to the

\'ort icily shed into the blade wake by the variation in the time rate of change

Of lsses alconi the cascade. Without losses and the flow deflection condition,

l) instai)ihties are possible as was found in Reference 1.

lii EF(jl1.itifll ( AO) the f lo ~ig mu t Ie 11u1e lit Ithr uient ral stllhility,

poi itl s

i h til et' lu;'n tin m m ih i t st o il (1 11 11ll q~ I~ tu tL io I , .I U ,i is

th ii fl i lw mt IA tb i olllld.ilý I' ý I nA.~l

+,W



Equations (30a) and (30b) have been correlated with all the rotating

stall inception data obtained under the experimental phase of this program.

This has been accomplished under the following assumptions for Stator Sets

Nos. 1, 4, 5, and 6

.ZXI //3,z•Co

7 +'S,'

That is, we have chosen to compare the two dimensional theory to the three

dimensional experimental data by using the radially averaged flow quantities

from the experiments. A. and X. were spline fit as functions of 7, , the

resulting spline fits were differentiated to obtain a and X'. That is, A

was considered as the independent variable. The blade row loss data used

is shown in Figures 14, 15, 16, and 29. The blade row turning performance

used is shown in Figures 11, 12, 13 and 28. The resulting damping factors

were calculated for various J, , and the zero crossings were extracted. The

resulting values of A satisfy Equation (32) and have been translated back

into terms of inlet guide vane stagger angle, Cv, , using the inlet guide

vane calibration curves, Figure 6. The resulting calculations for Stator Sets

Nos. 1, 4, 5 and 6 are shown as the circular points in Figures 40, 41, 42

and 43. Note that the comparison is only possible at those stator stagger

angles where both loss and turning performance measurements were made.

The predictions of the two blade row theory which will be discussed in

Section 111-13 are also shown on these figures for ease of presentation. The

nunmber of stall cells noted next to the theoretical points apply only to the

tw,\V blade row theoretical results since as m entioned previously the single

Wlade row ne ut rail sFa hbiiit y points are inde pinde nt of the nunir ber of stall cells.

Overalt, the theoretical inception boundary - '-ees well with the experimental

houndh ry with the exception of St ator Set No. I at 6s = .37.20 where no

ticeoretical instability is found. This may be attributed to the loss curve for

thii t on(iition (see Figure 14-) where insufficient experiniental points were

),ht ainI d t, dtefine( th, Los s curVe a(1e'uately ic.a r iIc([)Ii,,)I conditio)ns.



For correlation with the riata for Rotor Set No. 1, the following

assumroptions were made

U"

1 -

The dlata required for the last two relations may he obtained fromn Figures 26

and 37. The nredicted inception points for Rotor Set No. I arc shown in

Figure 44. The expcrimctntal and theoretical points shown correspond to

increasing rpm-.

It should be remembered that all of the blade sets except Rotor Set

No. 1 have a set of guide vanes upstream to provide the desired inlet flow

angles. The guide vanes were- sufficiently far upstream that they did not produce

any effect upon the mean blade row characteristics; however, their effect

upon rotating stall is uncertain. The previous experiments performed at

Calspan 1indicated that for one configuration investigated the inlet swirl at

inception was not affected. However, there are insufficient data to generalize

this conclusion. The good correlation between the single blade row *theory

and data would tend to confirm the conclusion, however. The P 'acts of the

guide vanes will be discussed further in the section on the two blade row theory.

The damping factors, rc: , and the propagation velocities for

admissible disturbances (i.e. , admissible values of Ž\)have been calculated

for each blade set using the relationships expressed in Equations (30a) and

(301)). This has been done for a range of inlet conditions for each blade set

and thle results are shown as the dashed curves in Figures 415 through 49.

The number of stall cells, nl , was chosen to agree with the number experi-

mentally observed at inception of steady rotating stall. The ;,cro, damping

points of these curves correspond to the inception points show-i in Figures

40 through 44. The arrows in Figures 45 through 49 correspond to thle

boundary for intermi~ttent rotating stall. It should be noted that the propagation

velocities for Rotor Set No. 1 shown in Figure 50(a) through 50(b) arc the

propagation velocity 'in thle laboratory fixed coordinate system as opposed to

the relative velocities shown in Figurk2 36,. The abs olute velocitv is equal

to one miinuis the relative velocity.
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Since the calculations shown in Figures 45 through 49 involved curve

fitting and differentiation of the resultingcurve, they are somewhat dependent

upon the type of curve fairings used. The early fairings were done by hand

calculations using power series representations of the data. The results that

are presented here were obtained by using a spline fit routine in the IBM 370/ 175

computing machine. It was felt that this would give the most consistent handling

of the data. Comparison of the various curve fitting procedures indicated

that inlet angles for neutral stability were independent of the procedure used

to within a quarter of a degree. More pronounced variations were evident in

the damping factors beyond inception. Therefore the calculations in these

regions shown in Figures 45 through 49 must be considered more qualitative

than quantitative. However, the character of the stability of the flow may be

inferred from these curves.

Moreover, it may be seen that generally the transition from stable

to unstable conditions occurs over a very small change in inlet conditions.

The cases where these curves do not show this sharp change, i. e., Figures 45(a),

47(a) 47(b) and 48(a), correspond to conditions where the experimental observa-

tions show that some sort of turbulence precedjed the onset of rotating stall.

It might be concluded that whenever the damping factor for a given flow condi-

tion was less than, say, 0. 2, some sort of unsteadiness was observed in the

flow.

Inspection of Figures 45 through 49 shows that in those cases where

the experimental inception of rotating stall is clean the theory predicts incep-

tion generally within two percent on relative inlet swirl. The swirl is the

critical item from the standpoint of design pressure ratio for a compressor

stage.

The good correlation between theory and experiment obtained here

not only tends to verify the fundamental mechanisms identified by the theory,

but also tends to indicate that three dimensional effects, per se, are not
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significant for the high hub-to-tip ratio configuration investigated. Although

the inlet and outlet swirl angles to a blade row and the total pressure loss

through the blade row show considerable radial variations, as may be seen

from Figures 9, 10, 26, 27, 33, and 34, the simple operation of radially

averaging these flow quantities proves adequate to handle the three dimensional

effects in the present investigation.

The correlation of theory and experiment was limited to data Thtained

in the present program, primarily, because this was the only set of data

that was sufficiently complete to allow calculations.

Experience with the numerical evaluation of Equation (301) and the

cdsc(e~td data lhas shown that the X terrin dominates the ct_ tr rm in controlling

th. sticthlity uf a given flow configuration. From Equation (30b) it is seen

nn inst-•iility results, This relition may be c:omnpared1 to EqUation 51 of

ic.k rii. t. 4. This t oiiipdlarison would indicate that t,-, iai- uf a Inore ad( urate

io tdti- I. ..ss representation ao1d the iallowance fbr turning of the flow Through

nhI, !itd. i ,,. ,ttt r,•A )t ly th." .fld rO reason.- that bett-r correlation has been

kt. im n !ht- j) csc i l .vork.

,• l , llý, ti 111|' AItt h llt'd-Il I-),.i l ,-I k c 1

itI

I !•, ,t,'do-i ,Ait,• t, ,ievt.h, 1 ,) .o~*i/,liCt.,i~l tro'.rv. tj: t.*ile a~n ,,rtoltr'ary nuriaber

, ., Ii rst I • ,' I • . I I . .it ' V /A th i,.,r'),

I I I

nisI~1 9 L I~1~~l,2 '~ ut~1 1i L~ L I



of the physical lengths of the em, but the identification of the specific

one is incomplete. The singic e row analysis shows that the blade chord

does not determine the number oi cells. The remaining lengths to be inclided

in the flow model are blade ro, 3pacing and pitch distance between blades

on the same row, At present, the actual blades cannot be modeled so that

no conclusions can be drawn about the pitch spacing. However, the spacing

between blade rows can be modeled within the context of the present analysis.

The type of analysis employed for the single blade row case was ex-

tended to a configuration of two arbitrary blade rows. The developrment of

this theory will be outlined and 'u:i-Tnarized here and additional detail wilt be

given in Appendix B. The geometry of the problem to be considered is shown

in Figure 50.

There are three flow regions to be ronsidered. Region 0 (i. e.

.A = 0 ) is upstream of the first actuator. Region 1 is downstream of the

first actuator and upstream of the second actuator. Region ý is downstream

of the serond actuator. The mean absolute swirl angle in each region is de-

noted as and the tangent of is defined as • The blade rows are

moving at absolute velocities of W., , and the non-dimensional blade velocities

are defined as .0 r4'- The tangents of the- relative anghis with respect

to the first a( tuator (blade row) are then given by , S,+ - 21• and with

respect to the sec'ond act uator by S- A . J'le biade row stagger

angles arre noted as 6, and Zhte blade chords by d.o.

Then as in the single blade row case the disturbance.• velcity in each

rutlgon is oet-rininced zrotn- a disturbance s rearr flun i, o 0f the fc,'rnl

j(ct •i jlr)

s '.... "+-' C - .

I,.h t>t • •O•" 0+



Neutral stability then correspond:- to C. 0 and instability to Cz 4. 0

The fundamental solutions for the 0: are again known from Reference 1 as

There are then nine constants (the t• , t3 anr. D, ) to be determined from

the boundary conditions. ý boundary conditions used are:

1) Boundedness of the solution far upstream and far donwstrearn

2) Continuity matching condition at each actuator

3) Vorticity compatibility at eacb actuator

4) Flow deflection relation at each actuator

5) No vorticity upstr, am of the first actuator

No time lags were assumed in any of these conditions. The single

actuator correlations indicated time lags were not necessary,

Conditjon I inipli,.s that = B 0 and condition 5 implies

D. - 0 . Th e reniiining conditions then lead to a si7.,-i order characteristic

determinant. One solution i-ay be determined by inspection as -- -(S, )

e -rfTI This is essentially the sanme zero amtP~litude disturbance that

hLs ,tlkways been found. The reiraining characteristic equation then bec(otnes.

±...... •a... $,-j (T x.,)V• S.)
',e? 1 0 (33

32 3z

.e rle v the I1 7 are pulynonial-i in A which are given in Appedi ix B and

iý the , ' sp cinllg het'.k tct-1) lead ing t!' "ies ot the I(t!l 'itor.S

Eiiiit ior, ( 1 ) is I r nsk, t-.indci l t, e rirt , of the, Il a.,st vxpoflentidl tt'rti

,nli It SI k i n ge -c•1vr.t e ed. 11',rl Ie I .l ally. I lI t, v -r, k fI't -t M i' ly It I t-

t i itpr ma i ii)y rc vtnl r r ih t e v(ie l,•t 1 41 1 M I )I , 1iV t1e [i i, it a S (i) t S ott I I

t I'A ( I r



Now it may be verified that 9zk 0 corresponds to the characteristic equation

for the second blade row in isolation and ?73,-'o corresponds to the characteristic

equation for the first blade row in isolation. Then, as is physically plausible,

the isolated blade row results are obtained for large spacing between the

blade rows. Equation (34) also obtains when the number of stall cells becomes

large. These two observations prove useful for obtaining numerical solutions

to Equation (33).

Secondly, we may also see from Equation (33) that the neutral stability

boundary, as well as the propagation velocity, is now a function of the number

of stall cells.

The same experimental input data are required to solve Equation (33)

as was required for the single blade row case with the additional requirement

of the guide vane row loss and turning performance. The guide vane data

were also spline fit to obtain the required values and slopes for Equation (33).

Equation (33) was then solved numerically using a modified Newton-Raphson

scheme. T1his is an iterative scheme and usually the isolated blade row

solution for the ýecond blade row was used as a first guess to start the itera-

tion. This usually was a good starting point and the solution generally con-

verged in four or five iterations. The solution scheme was programmed on

the IBM 370/ 175 and generally required less than 0. 02 seconds running time

per point. The number of stall cells, 0 , was a fixed parameter during each

sequent e of calculations.

The uverall result s of these calc ulations are shown as the triangles

in 4Figures 40 th rough .12. 'lb e clulated damping factors aud 1)ropagation

Vv'l,( ItIeS ar'e shovnl as th tilt- , id k urves in Vigures -41i thrlough 18. The re-

suits tr v shwn in ) his fashit)n s o that sltaneus couioparisons in.iy e

i 1,nadt-' h, tu.cen tlhi singl, and twot blade row thetori' s -n(d thl t,data,

The prv1..,sly bs .,rvvd analytic tebaviur ,+c E'utt on,) v1( wa; "eri-

1i1 d by Ohle ,a1jeric,,l results. In geveril, thoer was a mininz n-, na b,.r .

e w h unstablhl sol-ItionS wre V 1i")w1d. This l l. ininlllu11nl



numrber of stall cells corresponded to the number experimentally observed

for steady rotating stall near incepti~on ex ,ep-t for Stator Set No. 6 at stator

stagger anglos of 30 degrees and 50 degrees. For th- 30.-degree case. the

theoretical miinimium rl was 3 whereas n=v wvas observed at inccotion. For

the 50--icgroe- case, the theore!tical mnininium n was 5 whereas n ý2 was

observed at inception. The neutral stability point at the minimum nt always

.)ccurred at a higher absolute value of the inlet swirl than the single I--lade

row prediction. However, as the number of stall cells was increased, the

predicted two blade row neutral staoility point approached the si.ngle b lade

row neu~tral stability point rapidly. This behavior is see2n in Figures 40, 4+1,

and 42 wvhere the higher inception points and corresponding miinimum number

of stall cells are shown as well as the number of stall cells at which the two

blade2 row theory and single blade row theory eýssentially are the same. Only

the shinl1 e bliode rowv theor-etical results a -e it, Figure 413 sin-ce both predictions

W\ell( close for all rl

The situation may be SUrnrna rized, then, by stating that the swirl

fý)r1 inc ept .;of is predicted better by the single blade row theory and the numbe-r

4f ýA all cells at inc eption corresponds to the mi nirnuni n at which the two

5lade row theory allows an unstable soitution,

Calculations were. made using the loss and to rning pe rforrmanc e of

St at or Set No. 4 to det e ro i-.e he: effects of blaide row s pacing Upon the t e~o.-

rvtit.l1 incept inn of rotating stall. This was donei by halving the blade row

Spili ing beTw\een tilt- guide vanes and stator row in the calculation p roc edu re.

calclilati)n wurc made at &, _1., 17, 2, and 417. -) degree-s. 'Pie results,

werr siniikt!, ati al three . ilhn'ý A s . C, ois equent ly, typical restlltsý lr

2S' t-gr-4-cza it' rt'seitc-d in, Figuires 111(a) aind5(]) The results al e pre.-

fo-0e' h- r1-3 which wa~s the nIil:IlUlnJ rl) fr- in1 insta~bility wVithl retgkilar

in, r- ~ r r vAih %a it ili 1%l I t ra linstaibility wi h a1111

inic. As (ý Is ,I k 1 ,5c 111he neutrill stabilityl it aan p roc a

ot1her n1* tht- snjitl. -iadw row ritKkitts, J i cn gfI I, thlt theouretical results

>ntt h-t N i < 0~e~eI~- in retnce TliF.i is, deccr,trsrr 4 the



spacing between blade rows increased the number of stall cells, slightly

decreased the propagation velocity and did not appreciably affect the inception

inlet swirl.

Since the present flow model has the same time dependence in each

flow region, one should, strictly, speak of the stability of the sysl"em as a

whole and not the stability of a single blade row. For the two blade row con-

figurations ,udied in the present investigations, it is clear that the stator
rowk', dor.inated the stability of the system so that for all practical purposes

it nay be stated that the stall initiated on the stator rows or a particular blade

row. 7,his, ho\.wiever, may not be representative of a typical compressor stage

since there was usually a static pressure drop across the guide vanes in the

present .Ahnvestigation and rotating stall has he\ er been observed on such a

blade row in isolation. Under these conditions, the guide vanes would not

be expected to significantly influence the inception conditiorns, H1owever, the

theory indicates that the presence of the guide vanes and the axial !}pacing

controls the nurnher of stall celis that develop.

C. CONSTANT PRESSURE BOL)UNDARY (.C, CDITIONS

)n the preýceding single bli e rok, and !.,vo 3,ad, row the,. ries, the

rcpi.iexnent that the vel!city cdisturbance..s be IoC e at duA'nst rCrI111 ilty

\!as iinp.sed as a bkuudidary condit' on. Th, 1Ž; •ui.v.',Sn• toIir'p.}in ai reoiuirt-

In•IAt for corstin't pressure a! downstrean.,i imniiii y, In the pc(.st, there has

been 5,)lOE u vc:et ;Anty as to t•he p .I-) r dtOWcVSt rvaý,. bu. id-at. 1-yr k c 1 .,nditioii to.

ini'pJ.')u T110 ,,.)dil.on ofl c' 11(n tant pr ..05tJ re suknt do•. a e•in of the b lade row

S\ý,s . ,t by >)ttennin,, ard b cth \3'Adtions wri' & itvest, ig adk, rnu I I, r .i -y by

S tiX(ch questio!ns ar L•,E ,.eil. tOiti(i br t!Yo ,2cil inest.idt1ors.

I-'' f tre k t ý -X1 ) 1 1-l'e t lte It1 st t i o l irt II r, ti i I l, xt• i , .' i on i t t 1) prvssurt,

*c: .•.r st. i'k j1 t a it d h k wtbtr d, a O• r ay (c ost t t(.:'e 0aW d c, Vetr . inity

.r'~~r: wen S t dC'At~t ram nfio110y (culls!~n 'IMex ux ~tlar naiy

1'teW e[ade WY;I;ysn.Leo hOri h -n theories



The flow configuration shown in Figure 39 and the general form for

the disturbance velocities (found from Equation (15)) apply again. Then it

may be shown that the linearized equations of motion admit a solut - for the

perturbation pressure of the following form

j(ct + PLj/lr)

P, (X e(35)

in each flow region - . The tangential momentumn equation may be used to

relate Iz t, c The result is

1 U" , ( - 4., ) (36)

where the primes denote differentiation with respect to % . Now requiring

the upstream flow conditions to be bounded and free of vorticity results in

P I - D, -- 0 Is hefore,

Anid the (Iiý;11uI'btnc(, Velocities hc.ullcnn*

rir

r~~~ ~~ jZ~* 3a

(I rV,

r' - S(3, 7C)

""• l• b r Kc * , - K'7

lr

(17d)



The upstream velocities are as before; however, now there are four constants

to be determined, i. e. , 8, 7 0 A , and L) . They are determined by

the following matching conditions between upstream and downstream flows

1) Conservation cf mnass flow

2.) V orticity : n p aib it

3) cF' lw defiection relation

4 o Cslant pres sure just dcwnsl rea' of the blade row
(cIo variatiorn with I )

The first three condift -ios a)re as before and rer .ilutt in Equation (17),

('2 ,), and (24) respectivk ly. The oI-urth condition follows from FIquati on (36) as

-• / .rl ' (3.(K)+ 0~ 3~*~-±~)4 z)

where , ci. c.'y, 6 , onbining Equations (37) with Eqcua tions (17)

( 1), (24), and (38), the olklowinpk hfiO iogen U,,)ts systeni of equ ations results.

,- e A (•

.,A1•9->1 A~i V4, 4( ¶

• ' • • '; I : " I D ,J
t '~ 2> ,-

• 0

J -

- x 4.1 r

tt*



and the other symbols are as defined previously. This system has a nontrivial

solution when the characteristic determinant is zero, i. e.

1-1 -1 -1

AO7 + -- A- (40)

0

0 m 0

This is a cubic equation in A which has two trivial roots

= 2 (41b)

\ klich have no physical significance. The remaining root is

X ;- (i , X t + X ÷ j (434)

n1nt zulr,•t ,iat it y m)uuildi ry may heI dedtc'd from Equatioin (4 .s)) s

, , J, < X- e (44)

.'hI& h iS t' t -• t' y , il i[ -It S I IIh11 I0l L i- ttl1U 1 2 Tf c , re ol) u,,tu S ,ly i.k) iiew

III Ii 1 II lilt rmtti~. C-(1 1 y tt s i I t iS b1 "' 1) 1 i r y IL II ,I it k- lIJI i 1 bi t I u I (44I-i) wý'ill

I IC I t Lh ' I t 1isyieii i i titl ~I -I Itný.ýIr Ile s ir I tin , n ci ,t i onI ( i .- ) , aIId

lhIt illlp ll'g III tl'" r'tlitt"td I 1 Iby lalijo )ll (4il ( ' \ will generally ick- larg -i th| in

i• t I'€ l ia t ' i n .'j,1ttll )l' ( ')b)' 'lrh . tphl :t . lCtioeL ve iocity Is ,re ;trt, gly

' ti I 1td'lý it. I I,1p i l ot m d y h it 1(I . o o s 'l, r .. s i t
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boundary conditions. Equations (43a) and (43b) have been correlated with the

data in the same fashion that Equations (36a) and (36b) were. The correlation,

however, was only made for Rotor Set No. I since these were the only isolated

blade row tests performed in this program. The results are shown in Figures

52(a) through 52 (c) and should be compared with Figure 49(a) through 49(c).

There is little to choose between the two boundary conditions in terms of

inception conditions since both predict inception quite well in this case.

However, the condition of constant pressure at downstream infinity results

in a much better prediction of the propagation velocity.

Further, if we examine the expression for the downstream pressure

perturbation, an anomaly arises. In terms of . , BZ, and D? Equation (36)

becomejs

P . .... + B- (45)
1 r0  [] 21~r~ L ''

First note that the rotational velocity terms (i. e. , tern-is multiplied by D2

do not contribute to the pressure fluctuations and secondly that even if fl2
aind B. are selected such that P. is zero at %: d.CA6 (Cxc lIding the trivial

solutions) the pressure is not zero elsewhere in region z; in fact, it becomes

unbounded at downstream infinity. Hence, the boundary condition of bounded

disturbances at downstream infinity has been selected in the present work.

1). INVESTIGATION OF TIME DELAY

As mentioned previously, the concept of a time delay for boundary

baye" sec.pration was thought to be inmportant ir the anrly works on r tating
stall. ,eference - assumed a phase Lig in the actuator chariteristics dndl

timne delay Lactors were used in Reee-ences t) and 10, The type of time delay

used in References t, mcd I 0 has been investiga-ted in the context of the present

theory. This type -I time delay was incurpuratý-d into the flow defle-( t,,in i c-

latio)n and the biadv row loss characteristic for the single blacde ,-ow (ts.

The' resUtltIng Cho ractunist.iC e( 1 0tjion h1s beeS Obtained and Ialyzcd.

t) I



The type of lag tine used in References 6 and 10 is incorporated
into the blade row turning performance in the following fashion. It is assumed

that the unsteady turning performance of the blade row is expressed in func-

tional r,3tation as
'S x

L /3-2 - (ta- , 33 ) (46)

wvhere G satisfies the relationship

a + Q (47)

and where V is the time delay and G. is the quasi-steady turning performance

of 1he blade row given by Equation (23). Then with the use of Equation (25),
Equation (-17) may be integrated to give the blade rowk response to small

Smnus(dial inputs in inlet swirl, nanmel

o- 5, 2 (1 +•S,) f .a U

27 X

\Yhurp (•., is t c stt(ealy stat' turning )r-" l ofl:ince of h" L lad. r vw. Now,

although the transient turm in Equation (18) (the suconld exponential tetrm)

,.ill n1odity the wave shape and changv it from a [mit ,sine,, it sh3Ul(d not
atf-t i the l•ong turn, stability of the system, [I t it v, it \w i be dis A . ,rdwi in

the lotiowing anrily.is.

'Te losh t-fomi-anut , l the1 blade ri,',n is t rt'tted sinaiarly (T ,hat
ýn, thit Saint, tinie (clay 1. , has btin-n a, Stlint<d to) !pply to loth the" ,.ss a •d

!II111 ', rclaI1,)11), Vutlw i,,Iit ally, 11 is 5 iS l•.m l theft

a,,, that X H.,tA lvs( . rM:ltlion s.nkil~ir to E wition (47). Then the following
0o , b',,.h tVior ,dedl•.,t. ic,-,.d

X ACto-v /3,(49)

tj - "I -, r,•.t9"W
' -St t



where X is the steady state loss performance of the blade row and again

the transient term will be ignored for stability purposes.

Incorporation of Equation (48) into the flow deflection matching

condition results in

LAS (xo• , o , to) - % L(Z, o ,t 0 ) (50)

wher X- -0 . 0 U

where v - This replaces Equation (24) of the previous single

blade row analysis. Equation (49) may be incorporated directly into Equation

(21) to produce the appropriate vorticity compatibility relation for this case.

The continuity matching condition remains unchanged for this case and the re-

quirerLent of hounded flow at upstream and downstrearn infinity plus tlhe

requirunu*nt for no vorticity in thi ncom ing flow are used again. Then tIqua-

tions (1t6), (17), (21), and (50) may bC combined t,) . ye t.h. fciL1Uwing houio-

g(ee''OUS syste'm for the unknown constants.

S1 -e -7 sj

- ,( + c/)- Ž1, _Ac -(K ' a) ,Sg, 7Je £2 ,-FU o

'A~~ f

1 4 e ~

.211 tlh.~ i'tller t(.1-1xu ils v he ll eliuled jpreviolusly. th'is s),stvi lots .t n),In-

I ~ ~ t iu 1) henII t II( -1 :trit IL 'Ir I st i ht r ri ni init s . r~

(K-'



I -, -1

(52)

A (41-

This is a cubic eqcuation in A as opptosoed to quadratic in the previous

Ca , Again, the first solution is the trivial une

Al = - ( # * j ) (53)

After this has been factored out, Equation (5') beconile:

A' + A + 0 (54)

wh c r e

+7 ý ,[(

[X ( 4 x 4 (I + J• • -- s+ + a. +,J,+z+jSJ +(iS')

A ,- (55)

Tht' Me( hanism1 s involved arl(! no)t readily evidt-nt fr(rn Eqituation ( 55). lo\w-

ovcr, sonie interesting propertles of this soluti-n may be obtained by exaimining

I 1whe lmit s -- 0

Lil',•l th(e solution to the" prc(vious case> without tinme delay is de.nutjt'l

A, O (i,,o, :1' \,,tltu: ()I A ,loi%"n hy ylq atiton 29). Then C c 4 (? +

,d 11 1.i-, , , l i Lqiittion (-I) th'It /\. is ii S)ltlfiu.i %"1heli l - 1'>mrther-

.riie , if (eithe'r E';quitiorn (5-1) or (55) is expanded fur s all Z , thit following

,•IJ.)j} rtNI' ~lIIt(I(.' rc lt is oht,tin,,d, zin tle-ly

-r ; tl tJ' , IL



x~~~~ 4-a ,j+

J, -2 (2+$ x÷f,+V1• 5 (57a)

z [- ' (+ 1 S)X - S[X7(2~ ~ 2 SS - 51J

(., +L 1 T 1÷Sx ~ (57b)
2 2-* -4- 2

(2+ ~ ( +a~ (ii-S 1 )X, -o.j4-j ' )X,-a. 4]p[,XS5~+K-1 +

which are in a form to compare with Equations (16a) and (16b). Equations (56)

and (57) arc well behaved in the limit V-- , reducing to the = 0 case.

This is an interesting result since the limiting behavior is not deducible

from the fundamental forr, (e. g., Equation (47))in which the time delay was

introduced into the analysis.

Recall that C, < 0 corresponds to instability and that i is always

positive. Then, since X , is positive and generally dominates the a, terms

in the vicinity of the stall boundary, Equation (57b) would indicate that addition

of small time lag to the flow model is usually destabilizing. In fact for loss-

less flows (i, e., X • 0 ) it becomes the primary destabilizing phenomenon.

n lnce, it wa"s thou ght to be an important phenomenon in th e aily investiga-

tions 4 0,' 8 . owever, the lack of corri.latin_' wher. cunsidering several sets

o f data plus the good correlation obtained in the present work would indicate

that the blade row loss behavior is the important blade row characteristic to

inodfl in the theory.

E. CONCGLUI)IN(I REMNPRIKS ON THEORETICAL WORK

A W() diri(nsion:il small disturbance theory for the prediction a.f

1th in(. 1 )tionli o rotating stll lt s b)ell dvt-l,op tI. The n1ellutl stability oandry

ilU



prl•,ict ed by tht theory correlates well with the experimentally determined

boundary for inception of rotating stall. In addition, the propiga.ti., vet~loý-Iiies

are reasonably well predicted. A single blade row and a two blade row version

of the theory have been developedo The ince ption cunditions are better pre -

dicted by the single blade row version; however, the nunlber of stall cells

experimentally observed at iiiception correlates well with the minimnun num-

be ' of cells for which the two blade roy.' theory indicates that an instability

is pk,s sibleo

The theory indicates that the unsteady vorticity shed into tlhe blade

\wakcs by the variation in loss a-or.u th r cascad(i axis is the mechanism con-

trolling the stability of a given flow configuration. In this context, the stability

!s controlled by the slope of the curve of blade row lossets as a function of

inlet swirl. Mo reover, the two blade row version of the theory indicates

that blade row interferenc e controls the numiber of stall cells that develop

at ince ption1

tT



SECTION IV

DEVELOPMENT OF A PROTOTYPe2 ROTATING STALL CONTROL SYSTEM

The optimum perfo'mance of a turbo-propulsion system is usually
achieved when the compressor is operating near its maximum pressure ratio.
However, this optimum is generally not attainable because iti occurs close to
compressor stall and its resultant unstable flow conditions. In actual operation

a stall margin must be pro-vided to prevent the compressor from penetrating

the stall boundary and developing destructive unsteady flow phenomena such as
rotating stall and surge. This is usually done by prescheduling the engine

controls, When an aircraft has a varied flight envelope, the prescheduling
approach can lead to the requirement for a large stall margin to keeD tile engine

out of stall under all possible transicint and steady flight conditions. TYhis

stall margin represents a significant performance penalty. IL is crear then,
that an engine control , stem that can sense incipient destructive unsteady

flow in the compressor and take corrective action would minimrize the need for
prescheduling and thus leac. to 'i large engine performance gains. Quantitative

studies of the benefits which could be obtained are discus. --d in Reference 12

In many instances of engine failure, rotating stall has been identified
as a precursor to destructive unsteady flows in an engine. Moreover, blade

fatigue considerations will not allow a compressor to operate for prolonged

periods in a large-amplitude rotatinp stall mode. It is then desirable for several

reasoins to dev !op an engine control system that would sense the onset of ro-

tating sail and keep the enginc from c perating in the rotating stall mode.

The functional requirements for a rotating stall control system have
hen discussed in Reference 1. Briefly they can be summarized as follows:

1. An unarn!)iguou11 i signal of the presence of rotating stall must

be gVIne rated.

2. I'he contrmul nuost bu capable of processing this signal so that

,kctiunl on somllic (onlprcssur variahic can he taken which will

,flirn ate rotatin'g Stall,

1<Z



3. When rotating stall is detected, control action must occur wii-nin

a time period om the order of xniliise,' nds, and its effect on the

C0orlpressor sh ould be almost imnmed iate.

4. When rotating stall is absent, the control should have no effect

on the compressor operation. Return to normal (ompr,-ssor

operation after rotating stall dies away nk. 'd not be as rapid as

initial control action when rotating stall first occurs.

In the work reported herein, the requiremrent for a fast acting control system

is attacked through sensing pressure fluctuations within the compressor itself

and using these signals to provide direct mechanical action on compressor

geotnetry (such as stato r stagger angle or bleed port openings), It is believed

that more indirect control action, such as fuel flow control, would not provide

a fast enough response.

The primary task to be treated before rotating st t11 control systems

a rc feasible is the establishinent of an incipient stall signature that can be

sell-ed by such a systenm. In previous work (Reference I), a limited search

f ,r stall sensors was conducted in. the annular cascade facility with stationary

stator rows. It was found that a pressure tap located on the suction surface

of a statrr blade near the quarter-chord showed promise of providing a satis-

factory signal. In the current work, the search foi r suitable sensor signals

was expanded to mnore sens( r configurations and was pe rformed on a configura-

tion of the annular c-as caCde facility which included bctlh stationary and rotating

blt d rows. Several other promising senesor configurations arose from this

study, A numb er of these have b)e en tested with a clos ed-loop rotating-, stall

C(t)I]t vud systcIll whic h w/as designed and fob'rictted during the current invoestigd-

t im)

In this s5ctioun th,:' results of the v.xe t'Iil• •nlal scarch fur sensors

which omight pruvid"i a us1eful sionlittl(, a (1', or).sitccd first. This is foliow"'d

i , (hd.t( ription 'f ,L roUtating stll1 co:•ntrol whit h use:d these sýignature.s. }l'in lily,

h j.esuits ot testing the ruta g stll ountru ari O . present(ýd.
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A. SENSOR INVESTIGATION

In the sensor studies reported in Reference 1, the experiments were

performed on a relatively simple configuration of the annular cascade with sta-

tionary blade rows. Although a sensor configuration was found which appeared

to provide a suitable rotating stall signature, it was not certain that this sensor

would continue to perform satisfactorily in the presence of blade-passage signals

from rotating blade rows. In the current investigation, experimental tests of

this sensor configuration and various alternative configurations were performed

in the annular cascade after it was modified to provide rotating blade rows as

well as stator rows.

A sketch. of the configuration used in this investigation and a list of the

various sensors are presented in Figure 53. The annular cascade contained

thre( stationary blade rows and one rotor row. In sequence from the inlet,

these were: an inlet guide vane row, a stator row (stator row 4), a rotor row

(rotor row 5), and finally another stator row (stator row 5). The numbering

system for the rotor and stator rows is based on their locations in the original

J1-79 compressor. The guide vane row is the stationary guide vane row described

in Section II-A. Rotor row 5 and stator row 5 are the same as Rotor Set No. I

and Stator Set No. I of Section II. Stator row 4 consists of shortened stator

blades from the original stator row 4 in the J-79. The stagger angles of the

guide vanes and of the stator rows were varied during the tests while the rotor

stagger was held fixed at 40 degrees. The guide vanes were used to vary the

inlet swirl angle to stator row 4. Stator rows 4 and 5 were used as receptacles

for some of the sensors and their variable stagger angle feature provided a

means of controlling rotating stall on themselves and on the rotor.

The stagger angles of stator rows 4 and 5 were locked together

through a mechanical linkage so that they varied in unison. The relationship

between the stagger angles of stator rows 4 and 5 could be changed if lesired.

The combination of variable inlet guide vanes and variable stators allowed

testing under conditions in which rotating stall first occurred either on stator

ro',, 4, ,in the rotor, or on stator row 5. Sensor performance was studied

unde-i- ll O,)f these conditions.
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All of the sensors studied detected unsteady pressure fluctuations ill

the annular cascade. Sensors sensitive to other properties, such as unsteady

fluid velocity or temperature, were not considered. It is believed that pres-

sure sigrials have the greatest potential of providing a signature which can be

detected by relatively simple and rugged equipment. The description of the

sensors in Figure 53 is self-explanatory except for the razor blade and

cylindrical yaw pr )bes.

Photographs of the razor blade and the cylindrical yaw probes are

shown in Figure 54 anu -.,j cespecuively. Although both of *" =esensors use

pressure measuring equipment, they are sensitive to angle fluctuations as

well as pressure. The razor blade yaw probe consists of two total pressure

tubes separated by a portion of a razor blade, The differential pressure be-

tw• ( ihe two tubes is a function of the flow angle incident on the razor blade.

Although this probe was not calibrated in steady flow, the pressure differenti,

should change sharply when the incident flow switches from one side of the

razor bla]de to the other. The cylindrical yaw probe has two static pressure

holes separated by an included angle of approximately 90 degrees° It is basi(

a two-dimensional yaw probe and should provide a presure differential signsr

which is a smooth function of incident flow angle measured from the bisector

between the two static pressure holes. Of course, both of the yaw probes wil

respond to total pressure fluctuations in the incident flow as well as to flow

angle fluctuations.

Tests were conducted on the two yaw probes located as shown in

Figure 53 for the various conmbinations of rotating stall. It was found that bu•

probes, and in particular thee razor bi ade yaw probe could provide large un-

steady pressure .signals at rotating stall inc eption. Itoweve r, the perforirnant

of these probes was extremely sensitivi to their orientation in the flow. If th,

p)rob)es were not correctly positioned rel ,tiv t• o the incoming flow just prior

t1, ill ejition of rotating stall, the unsteadt ) ig1Ials deterioraited to such an ex-

telnt that they would not pr,,vide a clear indication of rotating stall inception,

'i'hu;, it bca1.me ncessary to have indepe•ildent knowledge of when rotating



stall was about to occur in order to position the probes. In view of this limita-

tion, these two sensors were eliminated from further testing. The pressure

records which were obtained from these sensors are not presented in this report

because of their limited interest.

The remaining sensors (configuration and location shown in Figure 53)

were tested at four different stagger angle settings of the inlet guide vanes,

6C, V Z4. 5, 32. 5, 40. 5, and 48. 5 degrees. At the two lowest settings,

8. zV 24. 5 and 32. 5 degrees, a large amplitude rotating stall was encountered

on the rotor, while at the highest settings, 6GV = 40. 5 and 48. 5 degrees, a

smaller amplitude rotating stall was encountered on the stators. In the latter

cases, it was pos Lble to obtain rotating stall either on stator row 4, upstream

of the rotor, or on stator row 5, downstream of the rotor, by adjusting the

mechanical linkage between these stator rows. Sensor outputs were recorded

for two stagger angle relationships between stator rows 4 and 5. In the first

case, stator row 5 was adjusted io fonlow stator row 4 with a stagger angle

approximately 13 degrees larger than -:iato2 row 4. This case has been

designated as "stator row 5 unloaded. '' In the second case, the stagger angle

of stator row 5 was set approximately 6 degrees larger than that of stator

row 4. This case has been designated as 'stator row 5 loaded."

Records of the signals generated by the various sensors are presented

in Figures 56 and 57 for inlet guide vane stagger angles of 24. 5 degrees and

40. 5 degrees respectively. Records obtained for a guide vane stagger angle

of 32. 5 degrees are similar to those in Figure 56 while those obtained for a

guide vane stagger angle of 48. 5 degreee are similar to those in Figure 57.

Thus the records presented are representative of all of the cases tested.

Throughout the sensor tests, the rotor speed was held constant at 12.50 rpmand

the inean axial velocity of the flow in the annulus was held at approximately

54 feet per second. Prelirninary tests showed that rotating stall could be

excited on either the rotor or on the stators through variation of the guide

vane staggeLr angle alone if the rotor rpm and the axial flow velocity were

helv(d at t he above values. This feature was convenient for testing purposes.
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In the records presented for a guide vane stagger angle of 2-4. 5 degrees

(Figure 56), large amplitude rotating stall occurred on the rotor. Figures 56(a)

through (e) show signals generated by the various sensors when stator row 5 is

unloaded. Figures 56(f) and (g) repeat some of the sr-'isor signals with stator

row 5 loaded. On each page of Figure 56, signals from two sensors are pre-
scnted for three different stagger angle settings of stator row 4 ( 8sM' = 45. 8,

33. 8, and Z9. 8 degrees). For this guide vane setting and with stator row 5

unloaded, rotating stall first occurred as was reduced to a Value just
SH 4

slightly smaller than 33. 8 degrees. Thus for Figures 56(a through e), the

upper photo shows the sensor signals for a case far from rotating stall incep-

tion, the middle photo shows the signals just prior to inception, and the lower

photo shows the signals while rotating stall is occurring. With stator row 5

loaded, Figures 56(g and f), rotating stall occurred on the rotor when 8

was approximately equal to 33. 8 degrees so that the sensor records show

only one case without rotaiing stall and two with rotating stall.

When comparing photos in Figure 56 and 57, note that the os,-illoscope

vertical sensitivity, liste I to the left of each photo, is sometimes varied. The

larger this sensitivity value (expressed in millivolts per centimeter) the larger

the sensor pressure signal must be to obtain a given vertical deflection on the

photographic records. In general, larger sensitivity values were selected for

the cases with stator row 5 loaded, Figures 56(f) and (g) and 57(f) and (g),

than those with -tator row 5 unloaded, Figures 56(a) through (e) and 57(a)

through (e). Thus some of the sensor signals obtained with stator row 5 lo;tded

appear sma ller (when they really are not smaller) than tt ir c, unterparts with

stator row 5 unloaded.

It is appitrent from inspection of the sens- or ricords in Figure --) that

all of the sensors provide an indication of large anmplitude rotating stall on the

rotur. tHowevr(, soil, o)f the rotating stall 'signatures" atre betterr dcfined than

others. The poorest signature is froml Sc.nsor 8, (outetr wall statie press'lre

midway between the blades (- statoer ro), 4, Figure Th(e). A few )I the- fltituiting

>;lOll'iks i re(l e ill uroplitudc (eVe, ) hto l'. rtcitinlg stall .(:,C u~lr;. Tht' tkttel.

li),,1- ti( uLirlýy 1ioti etbie ltol" llS()le " (I I (h li l 1-a 1n 1ll s total I)rtrs~slllu t I
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row 5, Figure 56(c))and Sensor 7 (outer wall static pressure at rotor quarter

chord, Figures 56(a) and(d)). With Sensor 7, the signal fluctuations appear to

be caused primarily by rotor blade passage while Sensor Z is probably responding

both to blade passage and turbulence in the flow. The increase in amplitude of

the fluctuating signals prior to inception is useful in cases where large amplitude

rotatnig stall inception is hysteretic, that is when large amplitude rotating

stali first occurs at a smaller stator stagger angle than that which is required

to eliminate it after it has started. As will be seen in the presentation of the

control system tests, hysteretic behavior of rotating stall can lead to hunting

of the control system if it is set to detect only the presence of rotating stall.

On the other hand, setting the control to detect the increase in signal amnpli tude

prior to inception of large amplitude rotating stall considerably reduces the

hunting behavior,

The signatures obtained from the large amplitude rotating stall on the

rotor with stator row 5 loaded (Figures 56(f) and (g)) are not very different from

those obtained with stator row 5 unloaded (Figures 56(a) through (e)). Although

not shown, the behavior immediately prior to rotating stall inception on the

rotor is also simnilar for these two cases. Evidently under the conditions of

these particular tests, it is the rotor which controls the main features of the

rotating stall and loading the downstream stator row has very little effect.

The largest apparent change occurred in the stator stagger angle at rotating

stall inception. With stator row 5 unloaded, inception occurred at 8S.4z 33

degrees, and with stator row 5 loaded it occurred at S., 34 degrees.

Figure 57 shows records from the same sensors that were used in

Figure 56. In this case, the inlet guide vane stagger angle was Iarger,

SC, v - 40. 5 degrees, and rotating stall occurred on the stator rows. The

rotating stall signatures are of higher frequency and smaller amplitude.

Inception of rotating stall is gradual, starting with snmall amplitude and growing

to larger amplitude as ';tator stagger angle is decreased. First indication of

rotating stall occur red at 85M • 35 degrees with stator row 5 unloaded, and

",it •8 1 ,t c degrees with stator row 5 loaded. Not all of the sensors P) vidt,
4 
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useful signatures for this type of rotating stall. Sensors 8 and 9 provide very

poor, if not useless signatures. Both of these sensors are outer wall static

pressure taps remote from the stator blades. Previous tests reported in

Reference 1 had suggested that this type of sensor would make a poor detector

for rotating stall which occurs on the stator blades. The remaining sensors

did provide signatures for this type of rotating stall, but with varying degrees

ot success. Of particular note, is the performance of similar sensors mounted

on stator row 4 and on stator row 5. When rotating stall occurs on the up-

stream stator row (stator row 4), sensors mounted on either stator row provide

useful signatures (Figures 57(a) through (d)). However, when rotating stall

occurs first on the downstream stator row (stator row 5), the sensors mounted

on stator row 4 do not provide as clear a first indication of rotating stall

(Figure 47(f)).

Other than the elimination of the outer wall static pressure Sensors 8

and 9, it is difficult to eliminate completely the other sensor configurations

solely on the basis of inspection of the photographic records. Even one of the

poorer configurations for detecting small amplitude rotating stall on the stators

(for example, Sensor 6) might prove acceptable for use with the rotating stall

control while at the same time be much easier to install and maintain in an

engine than another configuration. The rotating stall control system tests

were conducted with samples of both of the above types of sensor configurations.

B. DESCRIPTION OF ROTATING STALL CONTROL

An electro-hydraulic feed-back control system was designed to meet

the previously discussed requirements for a rotating stall control system. The

input to the control system is the unsteady pressure signal (or signals) produced

by the sensors described in the previous section. The output of the control is

a mechanical operation on some variable geometry feature of the compressor

to be controlled. In the current work, the variable geometry is the stagger

angle of the stators in the Calspan/Air Force Rotating Annular Cascade Facility.
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The control system was developed in two phases. The control system

was designed and fabricated and tested on a non-rotating blade set in the annular

cascade. These tests were conducted on a two blade row configuration consisting

of Stator Set No. 5 and the guide vanes. Stator Set No. 5 was commanded and

controlled and the guide vanes were used independently to established desired

inlet conditions. Based upon the results of these tests a slight modification

was made to the control system to improve the operation of the system. The

original control system will be described and discussed first since it is some-

what simpler than the final version. The final version will then be described

and discussed.

The signal conditioning and processing subsystem of the original design
of the rotating stall control is shown in block diagram form in Figure 58. The

signals at various places or stages in the circuit are shown schematically on

the right hand side of the figure. In operation the system performs as follows:

1) A time varying electrical signal is obtained from the pressure

transducer on the rotating stall sensor. (Stage 1)

2) This signal is bandpass-filtered to remnove steady state and low

frequency variations (which are not associated with rotating

stall) and high frequency contaminants such as instrument noise

and blade passage effects. Both corners of the passband are

adjustable. (Stage 2)

3) The bandpass signal is then processed in an absolute value cir-

cuit (rectified) to generate a d. c. signal proportional to the

pressure signal. This unit performs a rectification function,

delivering a d. c. output with superposed a. c. components.

(Stage 3)

4) The rectified signal is then input to a voltage comparator cir-

cuit. The comparator produces two output signals. The first

signal, Stage 4, is obtained by comparing the rectified input

signal with an adjustable d. c. reference level. Only that portion

of rectified signal which exceeds the reference level is passed.
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The second comparator output signal, Stage 5, controls an

electronic gate. This signal activates the gate whenever the

input signal exceeds the reference level. The gate has been

included in the circuit to ensure that the next component of the

circuit, the integrator, is referenced to zero voltage when the

input signal is below the reference level.

5) The output from the gate is fed into an integrator. The integrator

gain and decay rate are inde!pendently adjustable. The integratur

output is then a signal which it ib-;,ined by integrating only

that portion of the origi~al pressure s'gnal whose absolute value

exceeds the reference le\ 1.

6) The output of the integrator, Stage 6, is summed in opposition

with the command position sign al, Stage 7. The output of the

summer is fed to the servo whiL'. acts to move the stator vanes

away from the stall condition (red, -e angle of attack). When

the vanes reduce angle of attack the , -iginal pressure signal

should fall below the reference level ca cing the input to the

integrator to drop to zero. The output voi. ae of the integrator

then decays at a preselected, but adjustable, ate. When this

signal, Stage 6, decreases sufficiently, the orignal command

signal, Stage 7, then resumes control allowing thc vanes to move

towards their original position.

The control system as described above was given prelimina. , tests

on the stationary hub configuration of the annular cascade. The results ,f

these tests were reported in the 8th Quarterly Progress Report (CAL Rep' -

MK-2932-A-8) and will not be repeated here. The overall conclusion from

these preliminary tests was that the control system performs very well in the

annular cascade if the iný,,gratcr decay time constant is set to large values.

-owever operation of the rontrol systc:2: ,ith a long decay time constant will

cause the stators to overshoot when the prim ry engine controls command a

change fror:i a stator stagger angle inside the rotating stall boundary to one

closer to the ,und.iry or outside of the boundary. Under this condition
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the undecayed portion of the stall control signal will reinforce the engine control

signal. Long decay time constants will increase the magnitude and duration

of the overshoot.

In order to alleviate the above problem, the control system was modi-

fied so that it operates with two time constants, that is with a long decay time

constant in the presence of rotating stall and with a short time constant once

it has disappeared for a specified short period. Also a summing amplifier

was added to the system to permit tests that monitor signals from more than

one sensor. Separate gain controls were provided for each input to the sum-

ming amplifier. The block flow diagram for the two time constant system is

shown in Figure 59 and is described below. The electronics control panel for

the zystem is shown in Figure 60.

In the previous single time constant system the integrator decay time

constant is fixed by a resistor in parallel with the integrator feedback capacitor.

Since the gate removes the input signal from the6integrator when the pressure

signal is below the reference level, the integrator output voltage begins to

decay at a slow rate (i. e., long time constant).

The revised circuitry consists of an electronic switch, an adjustable

time delay circuit and a variable resistor that results in a short time constant

when connected in parallel with the integrator feedback capacitor. The cir-

cuitry is designed to produce a short time constant when the electronic switch

is closed and a long time constant when the switch is open. Stall pressures

in excess of the reference level cause the electronic switch to open and there-

by establish the tong time constant. The long time constant is maintained as

long as the stall pressure signal is in excess of the reference level. If the

stall pressure signal falls below the reference level, the integrator is switched

back to the short time constant after a specific but adjustable time delay.

Thus the system selects the fast recovery time (short time constant) only if

the pressure signal remains below the reference level longer than the delay

time. The delay time, A , is adjustable from 0. 2 to 2. 0 seconds and the

short time constant is adjustable from 1.0 to 10.0 seconds. The long time
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constant is adjustable to values in excess of 100. 0 seconds.

The summing amplifier on the input to the system is also shown in

Figure 59. This amplifier sums pressure signals, at appropriate gains, from

different sensors to form one composite stall pressure signal. This permits

tests which monitor various locations in the compressor. It is probable that

for many applications, a composite signal obtained in this way will provide

too much background noise. Therefore, for future work, it is planned to

duplicate all components of the circuit up to the amplitude comrnarator for

each input pressure signal. This will eliminate the background noise buildup.

An electro-hydraulic servo positions the stators in the rotating stall

control system. The servo consists of a flow control valve, a feedback poten-

tiometer and a linear actuator. The linear actuator is of the balanced piston
2

type (equal area on each side of piston) with an effective area of 0. 2 in and

a stroke of 1.0 inch. The valve is a Moog Series 3 Flow Control Valve and

provides a maximum flow of 26 in 3/sec at a supply pressure of 3000 psi and

zero load pressure. A Computer Instruments Model iIl Infinite Resolution

Plastic Film Potentiometer measures the actuator position. The servo was

designed to meet design velocity and acceleratian limits (62.5 in/sec and2
3 x 104 in/sec , respectively) at a supply pressure of 1000 psi. However, the

servo can be operated safely to pressures of 3000 psi. Figure 61 is a photograph

of the servo assembly.

The servo loop gain (velocity constant) is 300 sec" When used to

drive the two stator rows in the tests of the rotating stall control system,

this gain resulted in a closed loop corner frequency (down 3 db.) of 48 Hertz.

The servo was stable and well behaved at this gain. It did not require velocity

or acceleration feedback to improve the damping characteristics.

During the tests, a small hydraulic power supply was used to drive

the servo on the rotating stall control. The hydraulic power supply consisted

of a 6 in3 /sec fixed displacement pump, an unloading valve set to unload at
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1200 psi and a 1 gallon accumulator. With this system, the hydraulic supply

pressure was maintained between 1000 and 1200 psi. This was adequate for

all tests which were conducted. No oil or overheating problems were en-

countered during operating periods up to 8 hours in length.

Photographs of the installation of the rotating stall control system.

mounted on the rotating annular cascade are shown in Figures 62. and 63° The

results of the tests of this system are presented in the following sub-3ection.

C. TESTS OF ROTATING STALL CONTROL SYSTEM

The rotating stall control system was tested on the same configuration

of the CALSPAN/AIR FORCE Rotating Annular Cascade Facility that was used

for the sensor investigation (Figure 53). A brief description of the annular

cascade geometry is presented in Section IV-A and a view of the hydraulic

actuator and the mechanical linkages to stator rows 4 and 5 is given in

Figure 63.

The operation of the control system has been described in detail in

Section IV-B and will not be repeated here. However, it is worth recalling

that the system was designea and constructed so that several of the functions

could be varied in order to optimize the performance. The three variable

portions of the system considered du'ing these tests were:

1) Detector reference level. This sets the pressure transducer

signal level which must be exceeded to provide control operation.

I) lntegrator gain. This in combination with I) and 3) governs

the rate and degree of control which is obtained.

3) Integrator decay time constants. These control the rate at

which the control circuit signals decay so that the stator vanes

can return to their original position.

The overall performance of the contr-ol. systern depends on the setting of thl ýSv

thre-e control functions.
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In opQ~ration on a comnpresSor, the rotating stall control system

would normally be used to override the primary -,ngine control command

signals. In this prototype control system, the primary engine control Com-

mand signal is sinmulated so that the stator vanes can be ordered to take, any

arlbitrary position in the absence of rotating stall. The preserce of rotating

stall then causes the stall control system to override the primary command

signal.

Prelimninary tests of the control system wvere, performed prior to

the main body -of the tests in order to select values for the integrator dpcay

time constants. The rcsults of the pr-liryina ry tests were not recorded.

However, on thle basis of these tests, the two time constants for the integrator

decay rate were chosen as 107 seconds for the long decay time which operates

in the presence of rotating stall and 5. 8 seconds for the short time constant

which operates after rotating stall has disappeared. for a specified timne, A

In addition, thle delay timie, A I was set at approximately I second. These

tinle constants and delay tim-es were held fixed for the results reported in the

following paragraphs.

Before p-)roc eceding into the pres entation of the results, some general

kc0mnienýJts Vwhich a pply to all of the data will be made. In the process of

e stingo the Cont rol Systemn, o.ver 4100 datta records were generated. For the

satke of clarity and conciseness, not all of these records w,,ill he pros ented.

I o\V ever, tho~E rcucord s that are presented are r epics entative of all of the

rit.1I all of the figures whlichI are present ed (Fig~ures 6,; through) 69), two

,£(C1)oredo t la(es are Shu%, n for -each data run. The uppcr trace onl each

I- ( o rd I Is theI detIec 1 1, p1) (Is.1- 1 "' signallc, 'I lis signal is' obtadlne(I tiotil the

r~ts(r 1150z-." alld ilay I)(' A single StiOrout put ()I ii a combined outp)ut fromn

w~ eno"P ich meittho'd by hihthe detec~tor pri-s;sure, signal is generaited

is listed (,n reach tigurxe. 'hf-i lower tr~ce&(n 00 ac~h rteco-rd is the staigge!- anigle,
(ýSM " I )fsýorrý-.Tu. saefactor fur the. staggeranlreodi

'I dttL;Ot IW r I'.01. di i biýi A no~d t ed(. a'1 i~ l( angl e ~ A recor tile

.- , Ort degre the thf ie of~ul thle

dSre dpixt sý tlt)' I1LVý ' (i~~ild gutl, iktdtg Otr



the lower trace is also indicative of the stagger angle of stator row 5, although

the numerical value for stator row 5 is different. The relationship between

the stagger angles of stator rows 4 and 5 has been explained in Section IV-A.

In each of Figures 64 through 69, stator row 4 was set at a stagger
angle of 29, 8 degrees via the primary command signal before the rotating

stall control was actuated and would return to that position it the control is

turned off or if rotating stall disappears because of a change in inlet conditions

or rotor rpm. The control forces the stators to take up a new position near

the inception boundary for rotating stall and to remain at this position. How-

ever the final mean position and the amplitude and rate at which the stators
"hunt" about the mean position depend upon the detector reference level, the

integrator gain, and the distance which the stators are required to back off

(increase their stagger angle) to approach the inception bounaary. The

back-off distance is large for most of the results presented and thus represent

a severe test of the control.

In addition to the influence of the above control generated variables,

the hunting behavior of the control is accentuated when rotating stall inception

occurs at a smaller stator stagger angle than that which is required to eliminate

it. Under these hysteretic conditions, a poor choice of detector reference

level can cause unacceptable amplitude variations in the controlled stagger

angle on the stators. However, as will be seen, proper choice of the detector

reference level eliminates this excessive hunting.

The results of the control system tests will be presented in three

steps. First some records will be presented to illustrate the separate effects

of detector reference level and of integrator gain on the performance of

the cntrol system. Following this is a discussion of the steady state per-

f/rrmance ,of the control system, that is operation of the control when it is

required to prevent rotating sta!l over continuous long periods of time.

I- inally the transient performnance of the control system during the sudden

o0 L r(t r e r l 0v large aniplitude rotating stall is presented.



The first set of rotating stall control records, Figure 64, were ob-

tained using two sensors to generate the detector pressure signal, It is

composed of the sum of the signal from Sensor 5 (outer wall 1/4 chord static

pressure on the suction surface of stator row 4) pius 23 percent of the signal

from Sensor 7 (outer wail static pressure at the rotor 1/4 chord axial location).

This combination was made in an attempt to provide satisfactory control

action under all inlet conditions (settings of the guide vane staggc r angle),

Later tests with single sensors proved that the combination possessed no

particular advantages. However, the results are representative of the effect

of detector reference level and integrator gain and thus will be used to

illustrate these effects. Note that the units used to describe the integrator

gain and the detector reference level do not correspond directly to physical

units. They are read from the settings of linear potentiometers on the face

of the control cabinet.

Figure 64(a) is a result for the case when the control action is negli-

gible and rotating stall is occurring. It was obtained by setting the detector

reference level at its upper limit. It is presented to provide a reference for

the detector pressure signal amplitude when the control is essentially in-

operative. Run 26 on Figure 64(a) was taken with a very low chart speed and

run 27 with a higher chart speed. In each case, the time scale is shown on

the traces.

Figures 64(b) and (c) show the operation of the rotating stall control

with different combinations of integrator gain and detector reference level.

On each set ot dual records, the interator gain is varied, while separate

sets of reccords are presented for different detector reference levels. It is

iqpparent fromn the records that the integrator gain has very little effect on

tht. m1eian statur stagger angle that the control selects. On the other hand,

increasing the detector reference level allows the compressor to come

cIs er to ro Adtilny' stall inception. In fact, for this case, increasing the

detector referfence level ahov e a vahte of 70 allows short bursts of large

ailnplitu de rotating stall to ocr ur. This causes hunting in the (ontrolled stator
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stagger angle, Xs the detector reference level is increased even further,

the interval between bursts of rotating stall becomes smaller. The excessive
degree of hunting shown for detector reference levels above 70 is caused by

hysteresis in the conditions for which large amplitude rotating stall first

starts and when it dies out. This is eliminated when the detector reference

level is set just low enough (70 for this case) to prevent initiation of large

amplitude rotating stall.

The chart speed in Figure 64(b) and (c) is too slow to illustrate the

primary effect of integrator gain, that is the increased speed of response of

the control system as this gain is increased. This effect is illustrated in

Figure 65 which, except for a higher chart speed, is a repeat of the upper

record of Figure 6 4(c). In this figure the detector reference level is held

constant at 90 so that bursts of rotating stall occur at frequent intervals.

(This is not a desirable condition and would not be allowed in actual practice.)

The control response to these bursts and the effect of the response on the
duration of the bursts can be seen in the figure. For each integrator gain,

two bursts of rotating stall are shown in order to illustrate the repeatability

of the control response. It is evident in Figure 65 that increasing the integrator

gain increases the overall speed of response of the control. The increased

overall response speed results from the fact that the amount of correction

from individual stall cells increases as the integrator gain is increased.

Thus with high integrator gains it takes fewer stall cells to provide full cor-

rective action, and the overall response time to full correction is decreased.

The operation of the two time constant system in the integrator cir-

L uit is also apparent in Figure 65. Note that following the final cell in each

burst of rotating stall, the stator stagger angle remains nearly fixt'J for ap-

proximately one second and then begins to increase. In the time in which the

stators remain nearly fixed, the long decay time constant (107 seconds) is

in effect. After this time, the control switches to the short time constant

(5. 8 seconds), and the stator stagger angle begins to increase. Note also

that there is no measurable delay in he initial response of the control when
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rotating stall first starts.

Following the tests to determine the effect of integrator gain and de-

tector reference level on the performance of the control system for one

sensor combination, additional tests were performed using other sensors.

For these later tests, the integrator gain was kept at a value of 800. This

is high enough to ensure rapid control response (Figure 65(b)) without using

the full capacity of the control system which is reached at a gain of 1000.

A total of three different sensors were tested at four different inlef

conditions (guide vane stagger angles, 6.. = 24. 5, 32, 5, 40. 5 and 48. 5

degrees) and with stator row 5 both loaded and unloaded. These sensors are

as follows:

1) Sensor 2, mid-annulus total pressure on leading edge of

stator row 5.

2) Sensor 7, outer wall static pressure at the rotor 1/4 chord

axial location.

3) Sensor 6, cuter wall 1/4 chord static pressure on the suction

surface of stator row S.

These sensors were chosen for testing beyond that afforded in the

sensor investigation of Section IV-A because they appeared to provide certain

desirable features. Sensor 2 generated the largest amplitude pressure

fluctuations during the presence of rotating stall. Sensors 6 and 7, while

generating smaller fluctuating signals during rotating stalr, have the advanta.

that they w\ould be easiecr to install and maintain than Sensor 7.

The procedure used in testing a particular sensor-control system

cuin! inat ion is as follows. A preliminary survey xas made t ) deternmine

approximately the range of detector reference Ic vels required to just barely

prevent repeated occurrence o( rotating stall. This survey included all

four guide vane stagger angles (inlet conditionsl which were used in the tests.
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Once this detector reference level range was selected, control performance

was recorded for fine increments of reference level, in this range and larger

increments elsewhere. These tests were recorded at a slow chart speed for

periods usu ly exceeding 30 seconds. They were used to assess the degree

of hunting of the control at different detector reference levels and if possible

to select one particular reference level which appeared suitable for controlling

rotating stall under all inlet conditions.

The criterion used in selecting the most favorable detector reference

level is that it should prevent repeated occurrence of large amplitude rotating

stall under all inlet conditions while at the same time it should not require

the stators to back off more than is necessary. In practice it has been found

that the best detector reference level for this purpose is one which allows

an occasional burst of small amplitude rotating stall under conditions which

would normally cause continuous occurrence of large amplutude rotating stall.

Figure 66 presents a complete set of records obtained with Sensor 2

and with stator row 5 loaded. Each of Figures 66 (a) through (d)present re-

sults for different guide vane stagger angles. In each figure, the detector

reference level is increased progressively. A reference record with the

control essentially inoperative is included in each figure for the purpose of

c omnpa ri s on.

Inspection of Figure 66 shows that even when rotating stall is com-

pletely eliminated (low detector reference levels), there is a certain amount

of hunting in the control action on the stator blades. However, the rate and

amplitude of the hunting for detector reference levels below that which pre-

vents frequent occurrence of rotating stall (about 220 for this case) is con-

sidered to be acceptable for an override type of control. It should be recalled

that these records represent a severe test of the control system hecause they

are designed to investigate a continuous condition which should occur only

transiently in practice. That is, the primary engine control has commanded

the compressor to uperate continuously in a region well beycnd the rotating
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stall boundary and the rotating stall control is required to override this

primary control on a continuous basis. No compressor would be designed

to operate continuously in this fashion. Additional tests that were performed,

but not shown here, indicated that hunting is reduced when a stator stagger

angle c!oser to, but still beyond the rotating stall boundary, is commanded.

With the above comments in mind, it is concluded that Sensor 2

when operated at a detector level of 200 or 220 on the control system provides

satisfactory control of rotating stall in the test rig under continuously adverse

conditions. Similar tests with Sensors 6 and 7 also indicated satisfactory

performance but at different settings of the detector reference level for the

best result. Figures 67 and 68 show the results obtained with these two

sensors for the inlet condition (87. 24. 5 degrees) which generated the largest

amplitude rotating stall when the rotating stall control was inoperative. These

figures should be compared to Figure 66(a). Based on inspection of Figures 67

and 68 and the remainder of the test series for Sensors 6 and 7 it was con-

cluded that the best detector level for Sensor 6 is between 240 and 270 and

for Sensor 7 between 220 and 240.

Following the tests for continuous control operation under adverse

conditions, each sensor-control combination was tested for its transient

response during rotor accelerations. The integrator gain on the control was

set at 800 and the detector reference level was set for the best value as de-
termined in the previous tests. The guide vanes in the annular cas( ade were

sei to provide inlet conditions which generate a continuous large all•tplitudct

rotating stall (8k,,, 2-. 3 degrees) at a rotor speed of 125O rpm. T" Ih to, ts
w,,re imlit;at ed at ;I rotor •pe(lcd (f 1000 rp ,1 where rotating St" ll is

and then the rotor wIs a, Ccelerated rapidly to aptproxiunatily 12-50 rpni.

Yigures W) (a through c:) show the re:iults of these tests. In ('ach

case, two sets of records are shown. The lower set is a reference which

shows the sensor signal wvihen the acceleration is perforined without action

by the- rotating stall contrcol systenm. The lupper re:ords show' a sriunilar

,1c( Icratioln with the ot ntro)l op r~tting. All three of thte re.f, n( v (no t ont, nl)

9 1
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cases show the initiation and development of a continuous large amplitude

rotating stall. There are some differences in these reference cases. The

differences in firnal form of the sensor signals are due to the different types

of sensors which were used. In addition there appear to be differences in

the length of time required to reach these final forms. Figures 66(a) and (c)

show extremes in the required development time. The reason for this is not

apparent since all of the accelerations were performed on the same configura-

tion of the annular cascade under roughly identical conditions. However, it

is believed that the apparent differences in rotating stall development are

caused by differences in the flow development rather than by differences in

the sensor responses. In any event, the apparent development time dif-

ferences in the reference cases in no way detract from the results of the

transient performance tests with the control in action.

All three of the sensor-control combinations provide full control

action within approximately 300 milliseconds of rotating stall inception and

limit the rotating stall. to a maximum of 5 moderately sized stall cells. The

best performance is exhibited by Sensor 2 (Figure 69(a)) with approximately

200 milliseconds and pexhaps 3 fragmented stall cells required for full

:ontrol action. However, it is believed that all three results show completely

satisfactory transient response. These results combined with those of the

steady state control tests presented earlier, ii licate that the rotating stall

control developed during this program shows great potential fur providing

stall control capability in amn operational compressor.

1). CONCLUDING REMARKS

A prototype rotating stall control system for axial flow compressors

has been developed and te(ted in the Calspan/Air Force B otating Annular

Cascade Facility. The control is an elect ro-hydraulic feed-back cuntrol sys-

te I. The input to the control is an unsteady press u•c signal tpruduced by

sens or s mounted within the comnpressor to detect the presen( e ) of rutating

stall. Tihe output is a ochanitl operation on some variable geonitry
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feature of the compressor to be controlled. In the annular cascade, the

variable geometry was the stagger angles of the stator rows.

The control system was tested for steady state performance under

conditions in which the uncontrolled compressor would remain well beyond

the rotatingstall inception boundary. It was also tested for transient perfor-

mance during sudden accelerations from conditions without rotating stall to

conditions where large amplitude rotating stall would norrmally occur.

The performance of the control system appears to be very satisfactory

under both the steady state and the transient conditions. Thus it is concluded

that the rotating stall control shows great promise and should be tested in

an operational compressor which contains the required variable geometry

features.



SECTION V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A combined -xperimental and theoretical research program on ro-

tating stall in axial flow compressors has been conducted. In addition, a

prototype rotating stall control system was developed and tested.

The experimental research included experiments designed to deter-

mine the effects of blade chord and of blade row rotation, per se, on the

inception and properties of rotating stall. Flow properties, prior to and during

rotating stall, were measured in sufficient detail to serve as a guide in de-

veloping the theory and to use in correlations. The experimental results did

not indicate consistent trends with either blade chord or blade rotation. Sta-

bility of the flow through a blade row was also investigated experimentally by

measuring the damping of disturbances introduced into the flow. The results

of this investigation were more qualitative than quantitative, but definite re-

ductions in the damping factors were detected prior to the inception of steady

rotating stall. This would indicate that a stability theory based on small dis-

turbances should be applicable to predicting the inception of rotating stall.

The appropriate stability theory was concurrently developed. It uses

an incompressible two-dimensional finite thickness actuator representation

of the blade row and requires the mean steady blade row loss and turning per-

formance as inputs. A single blade-row version and a two blade-row version

of the theory were developed. The neutral stability boundary predicted by the

theory correlates well with the experimentally determined boundary for rotating

stall inception. The theory indicates that the mechanism controlling the sta-

bility of a given flow configuration is the unsteady vorticity shed into the blade

wakes by the variation of loss along the cascade axis. Within this context the

slope of the curve of blade row losses as a function of inlet swirl is the most

important blade-row aerodynamic characteristic influencing the inception of

rotating stall. The two blade-row version of the theory indicates that blade
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row interference is the mechanism controlling the number of stall cells' tha;

form at inception. Moreover, for the high hub-to-tip ratio configurations i11-

vestigated in the experiments, the tri -e-dimensional effects may be au•wun!,"d,

for by radially averaging the flow quantities and their changes through pl

blade row.

The combination of the results from the theoretical and experlrnerilai

studies indicate that the effects of blade chord and blade row rotation On !',-

tating stall may be explained through the influence of these parameters on the

mean steady turning and loss performance of the blade row. It would appear

that this conclusion may be generalized to indicate that the effects of any of Hhe

pertinent compressor geometrical parameters on rotating stall may be sinlila3;-y

explained. In this context the ability to predict the inception of rotating stall

depends upon the ability to predict the mean steady turning and loss perforrnance

of a blade row or on the availability of the pertinent experimental data.

A prototype rotating stall control system was developed and tested on

a low speed compressor stage. This was done in conjunction with an experi-

mental investigtaion to determine the best sensor configuration to deteririne

incipient rotating rotating stall in a compressor. Tests on the complete con-

trol system indicate that there are several sensor configurations that result in

a satisfactory system. For these configurations it was possible to keep the

compressor stage out of stall in the presence of a primary engine control 1tha.;

was calling for the stage to operate continuously beyond the rotating stall

boundary. Moreover, transient performance during sudden acceleration,

from conditions without rotating stall to conditions where large amplitude ro-

tating stall would normally occur, showed rapid control response which lin'nituU•`

the rotating stall to as few as three small fragmented cells. Based on these

tests it can be cncluded that the control system has definite potential for

application to a full-scale compressor.
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APPENDIX A

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE STABILITY OF

FLOW THROUGH A BLADE ROW

Most of the theoretical studies of rotating stall which have been

performed at Calspan have assumed that a stability analysis linearized on

the basis of small disturbances in the flow is adequate to predict the con-

ditions necessary for inception of rotating stall. Within this framework, the

actual rotating stall which occurs in a compressor is viewed as a result of

disturbances which have grown because of the instability of the flow. The

stall acts in a nonlinear fashion to limit the magnitude of the disturbances

to a finite value. Another and opposing viewpoint is that the actual stalling

of the blades is a necessary part of the phenomenon of rotating stall and not

simply the limiting result of a flow instability br;ought about by other pararn-

eters. Since these two views require different approaches to the study of

rotating stall, it would be invaluable if some experimental evidcnce could be

generated to substantiate one or the other viewpoint. Hence an experimental

investigation was undertaken to measure the damping characteristics of

controlled disturbances introduced into the flow between stator blades in the

Calspan/Air Force Annular Cascade. The aim was to a'ttem-ipt to determ-nine

the stability of the flow through a blade row in a fashion analeous tc the '- -

perimental investigation of boundary layer stability reportedi in Rtference 13.
Before proceeding with a description of the experiments, a brief outline of

the general principle involved in the measurements will be presented.

In the small disturbance stability theory, solutions to the linear-

ized Euler equations are assumed which have the form, O =(Xr) e

where:

(xr,•) =Cylindrical coordinate system with 7- as axial, r^ as

radial, and 0 as angular coordinates

C =Complex angular frequency
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Il = Angular wave number

Function of X and r

= Stream function

These solutions are investigated for stability when combined with

additional equations which describe the matching of the flow across a mathe-

matical model of a blade row. In the solution for the stream function, WV,
only the real part is to be considered. The velocity disturbance solutions

have the same general form. The quantity C is complex and can be written,

C CR4 • . With this representation, (x •(Z.r) e e . This

expression represents a wave travelling in the 0 direction with angular

velocity -s- radians per second and wavelength 2- radians, which is

damped exponentially in time with a damping constant, Cz . If the small

disturbance theory is applicable to rotating stall, then the damping constant,

C1 , should approach zero as the steady flow conditions approach the experi-

mentally measured inception boundary for rotating stall.

The damping constant can be determined experimentally by generating

a small amplitude periodic disturbance at one point and measuring the root

mean square value (or peak to peak amplitude) at two different values of 8

with XY fixed. If we let a bar over a quantity represent the root mean square

xdlue (with respect to time) then it can be shown that (as in Reference 13

Co) = e (A-l)

or

+x - A ) (A-2)

where 6t is the time required for the wave to travel the distance A61 . For

use in Equation (A-2), l(O) may be any flow quantity proportional to unsteady

velocity. Thus, this equation can be evaluated experimentally by recording

simultaneous.y the velocity signals from two hot wires located at fixed % and
C and two dilfferent values of 0 . The amplitudes of the velocity signals

give C and At is found from the phase shift between the two signals.
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In the damping investigation of the current program, a small flat

plate rotating about a radial line was used as the disturbance generator.

The plate was located in the stator blade row midway between two of the

fifth-stage J79 stator blades (Stator Set No. 1). A sketch of the plate is

shown in Fig. 70. The flat plate was driven by a variable speed Heller

Electric Motor and Controller Unit (Model '1260) capable of rotating the

plate up to 2000 rpm.

Provision was made to allow for a second rotating plate located at

a slightly different circumferential location. The two plates could be con-

nected by a drive shaft to rotate at identical speeds. The geometric angular

relationship between the plates was adjustable. In this way a two point

exciting disturbance, with adjustable phase angle, was available for the

damping investigation in case single point excitation did not provide conclusive

rusults. The disturbance generator drive mounted on the outside of the

annular cascade is shown in Fig. 71.

Modifications were made to the outer casing of the annular cascade

to provide suitable traversing mounts for hot-wire probes. One mount was

constructed upstream and one downstream of the fifth stage stator row.

These mounts allowed independent circumferential traverses (in the 0

direction) of two hot-wire probes at the same axial location. Independent

circumferential adjustment of each probe was believed to be necessary

because the signal amplitude detected by the probe would depend on the

geometric locatinn of the probe with respect to the nearest blades as well

as with respect to the signal generator. The localized effect of the nearby

blades can be essenmially cancelled if both probes are located in a similar

position with respect to the nearest blades.

In some preliminary experiments, the velocity disturbances gener-

ated upstream of the stator.: were, studied with two single hot-wire systems

which had been accurately linearized and calibrated. It was found that the

upstream velocity disturbances generated by the rotating plate were so small

that they .ere masked by the background turbulence level in the flow at the
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measuring stations. This was the case even after filtering the velocity

signals with low pass filters to remove a large portion of the turbulent fluc-

tuations. It was possible to detect rotating stall from the upstream velocity

signals although even these signals were relatively small near inception.

Since the region of primary interest was near inception, it was concluded

that the hot-wire equipment would not provide useable data. No attempt was

made to use hot-wire equipment downstream of the stators because previous

experience had indicated that the presence of the stator blade wakes made

the flow even more turbulent.

At this point in the investigation, it was dcicided that the best way

to obtain an indication of the damping in the blade row would be to use

pressure taps on the suction surface of the stator blades as detectors.

Previous experience in measuring the properties of rotating stall had indi-

cated that a pressure tap situated on the quarter chord of a stator blade at
mid-annulus would provide the cleanest signal for the flow disturbances in

the blade row. As expected, the signals from the>pressure tapped stator

blades were a considerable improvement over the hot-wire data. However,

even with these cleaner signals, it was extremely difficult to obtain records
which were useful for investigating the damping behavior in the flow. In

gathering the data which finally were obtained, a succession of combinations

of disturbance generator and detector locations were used. These combina-

tions are shown in Fig. 72 and are designated by a configuration number.

Configurations 1 and 2 did not provide any quantitative information

because in each case, the signal at the pressure tap farthest removed from

the disturbance generator was too small. Each of Configurations 3 through

6 provided some useful information, although even here a portion of the

information was more in the nature of general observations rather than

quantitative data. The general behavior will now be discussed prior to

presentation of quantitative data.

The first observation is common to all configurations. It is

extremely difficult to obtain synchronization between rotating stall and the
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artificially generated disturbances. Rotating stall does not 'lock in' to the

frequency of the disturbance when the disturbance frequency is brought close

to that of the rotating stall. This is true even for those cases where the

disturbance amplitude was larger than that of the rotating stall as well as

for Configuration 4 where both frequency and phase at two different points

were adjusted to correspond to spontaneous rotating stall. Apparently, once

continuous rotating stall occurs, its properties are not measurably influenced

by the presence of artificial excitation at one or two discrete points along the

blade row.

In contrast to the above, if the rotating stall is not well established,

that is, if flow conditions are near th,. inception point and rotating stall is

intermittent, then it is sometimes possible to stop rotating stall through

deliberately mismatching the artificial disturbance and rotating stall fre-

quencies. In fact, a stationary plate held perpendicular to the blade passage

is also effective in delaying the inception of rotating stall. The latter effect

is not new. It is similar to the delay in inception experienced when one or

two blades in a row are ý;ct at stagger angles which differ from the remainder

of the row.

The experiments using the two disturbance generators of Configura-

tion 4 were undertaken because there was a possibility that excitation at a

single point was not sufficient to excite the traveling wave modes of interest

to a measurable degree under conditions where the damping of these modes

is high. The tests on Configurations 1 through 3 had shown that for almost

all flow conditions the damping was very high. Thus, it wa - hoped that the

twO,-v.oit (excilta tion wouhid be ,nore successful in exc iting the de sired traveling

wave \-odes. A serics of te, ;ts were perforined in which both the frequency

(an.gular ye bcity) and the relative phase (geometric angular relationship)

were varied to c(or r e . pond to th t fr equency- anud phasI of naturally occurring

rotatigl stall lear the 1ncCtption po(int. Coinparlson the restlts of thetse

ti'sts \vlth tih1st, fro,!l the single, genLe'rator tests of C onfiguratiion 3 for ide n-

tich l flo\w c,',ditiolis sho\wod that t\ko 1)0init exc itation provided no• inca orit,

liliilt)r\'t'lhutl[ over'l ,ingle[ p iJn[t, excittiotln.
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The tests with Configurations 5 and 6 were performed to investigate

the effect of disturbance amplitude on the measurements. In Configurations

2, 3, and 4 the amplitude of the artificial disturbance detected with the pres-

sure transducer nearest to a generator was often larger than that detected

during rotating stall. (The disturbances generated in Configuration 1 were

too small to be of use. ) The disturbances detected in Configuration 5 were

very small, as in Configuration 1. With Configuration 6, the artificial dis-

turbances were significantly smaller than rotating stall but large enough to

provide some recoi ds which were suitable for analysis to obtain damping

values. Comparison of the records with similar data from Configuration 3

suggested that the disturbance amplitude does not greatly affect the damping,

at least over the range tested.

As previously mentioned it was initially intended that velocity

measurements obtained with hot wires would be used in conjunction with

Equation (A-2) to determine the damping constant. Ho)wever, when it became

necessary to use the ciarter-chord pressure measurements, the applicability

of Equation (A-2) became questionable. Although the linear theory would

indicate that the unsteady pressures are linearly related to the unsteady

velocities, the past experimental experience with the precursor signals

provided by the quarter chord pressure taps would indicate that this is not

the case. It is felt that the quarter-chord pressure taps would not give such

clear precursor signals of rotating stall if they did not amplify the unsteadi-

ness in the flow in a nonlinear fashion. However, because of the logarithmic

dependence shown in Fquation (A-2), the nonlinearities in the pr#,ssure signals

probably do not greatly affect the form of the result. For instance, note that

if the pressure signal is proportional to thc unsteady velocity raised to the

power MV1 , the only change required in Equation (A-2) is that the right hand

side be multiplied by Y"

It was not feasible to determine accurately the pressure-velocity

relationship of the experimental setup. In view of this, it was decided to

treat the pressure measuremnents as though they were linearlNy related to

the velocity. It is realized that this treatnient may lead to quannttative errors
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in the results but the qualitative behavior should still be correct. In actual

practice, the data obtained in the experiments were reduced by applying Equation

(A-2) in the form,

-~~ P ~{(i +AO)
6,t P (O)

where peak-to-peak amplitudes were used for the values of P. These amplitudes

were obtained by averaging over several cycles on the photographically recorded

time histories of oscilloscope traces that included signals from both quarter-

chord pressure taps. The 6t was obtained from the same photos by measuring

the time phase shift between the two signals.

The useable data that were reduced in this fashion are shown in

Figures 73(a) through 73(d). Where possible, the corresponding two blade row

theoretical estimates for the damping factor are included. In order to obtain

useable signals from the detector farthest away frsm the disturbance generator,

it was necessary to locate this second detector close to the first detector. This

in turn reduced the time lag, A t, between the detector signals and consequently

made accurate measurement of At difficult. The'cases with high damping, and

in particular, the case shown in Figure 73(d), were the worst in this respect.

1-lowever, the trends shown by the data in each figure appear to be consistent,

with relatively Little scatter.

inspection of Figures 73(a) through (d) shows that, as required by

the theory, all of the experimental data indicate a decrease in damping as the

rotating stall inception boundary is approached. Moreover, for the case where

the pressure signal indicated turbulent flow well in advance of a distinguishable

rotating stall inception point, both the theory and the experiments show a gradual

decrease in damping as the inception point is approached, and the damping

values are not large. (Figure 73(a)). For those cases where the pressure signals

were "clean" prior to inception, the nmeasured damping is very high and the

transition from stable to unstable conditions occurs rapidly (Figures 73(c) and (d)).

"This also is in agreement with the theory, although the quantitative comparison in

Figure 73(d) is not as good. (The theory could not be applied to the case shown
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in Figure 73(c) because experimental loss data were not available). The results

presented in Figure 73(b) is an intermediate case between the two extremes

mentioned above. Here the measured damping is not large but the transition

near inception is more rapid than that observed in Figure 73(a).

Keeping in mind the qualitative nature of the comparison between theory

and experiment, it can be said that the agreement between theory and experiment

is satisfactory. Moreover, as noted previously, all of the measurements show

a decrease in damping as rotating stall is approached. The above observations,

along with the good correlation between theory and experiment for rotating stall

inception which has been demonstrated in the main body of this report, lead to the

conclusion that a small disturbance stability theory is applicable to the prediction

of rotating stall inception.
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APPENDIX B

DETAILED DEVELOPMENT OF TWO BLADE ROW ROTATING

STALL STABILITY THEORY

The flow configuration for the two blade row model is shown in

Figure 50. Each blade row is modeled by a finite thickness actuator sheet

as it was in the single blade row theory. No lag times were assumed in any

of the actuator characteristics. A stream function V5ý is defined in each
flow region such that u. L wL Thea

the form
,' Cc:+ ,n•/r)

and
- , rr- -r )X" (" rl A E)

There are then nine constants to be determined. The requirements of bounded

flow disturbances at upstream and downstream infinity and no vorticity in

the flow ahead of the first blade row result in

1o-% 0 2- (B-I)

Then the disturbance velocities become

4- n n• + (B-2b)
ar r ~ ?~ r

(A, I" Cj t , ) -Sct rj

* ... .. .. (.... .... .
C- .. . ... . . . +. 'C t 4

r ~r r ~ r r

(i ;r h '

) ~.) r



? n• ÷ ct+ (B- 2e)

D, !2 rX cr (st +

S= 4 +2 c + (B-2f)

*-D•

The remaining six unknowns are determined by the application of the following

three matching conditions at each actuator:

1) Conservation of nmass flow

2) Vorticity compatibility

3) Flow deflection relation

The general conservation of mass matching condition for the ith

actuator is expressed by

uoI (%o, c_,t 0 ) = X0. 0 (Zo, L10 , LA) (B-3)

where X 0 ,4, is the leading edge of the actuator and iZo, is the trailing edge

of the A. actuator. The general vorticity compatibility relation for the 4 th

actuator is expressed by

dt0 ~~ ~ ~ ~ 4 (B) -d. ~ 4 r~-~4)

+ f ( W., L~

where all quantities subscripted with .x -i are evaluated at ;Zo,_, and all

quantities subscripted with L are evaluated at Zo, . Also dLA and (,

are the chord and stagger angle of the L th blade row, respectively. The
general flow deflection relation at each actuiator is given by

1 c -o



and where

Equation B-5 is also evaluated in the same manner as the previous one.

Combining Equations (B-2), (B-3), (B-4), and (B-5), the following

homogeneous system is obtained for the unknowns:

BI

D,
tq e (B-6)

The CL,ý matrix is a six by six with the following elements ( ). row index,

- column index):

1,

Q•

ez

a -73

a a 0

-L, 0

To r
Tri /r"

a J,
r

~10Cc•

tP
" "•- , . ... ~~~ C I i ' :I I

tP



Si ii • •I C -L il . i I W a " ' ! q . .

a3?+ d

a,3  -D + J,(A +.5 1)]

a35 0
L.i = 0-7 ,,• 5

a 41 0

~~4.

411

"•4 Z +

(I + 9,+ +)S )}0 + r

L 2

+ ~ + + x~ ~(+S

6LS,

a_4 -2 e42(+S)

a-5 = 0~( d~

53
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6L 0~1~

22T

- Pz
P•

where

r_ rid.,

rid.j

rYidd (-o

-4js ze o i 1(e.,S

3 r ry b -d b is

ric 2  rio!+

P rid, idZ &
3 Z cuIF 4-S 2 y

This system has a nontrivial solution when the characteristic determinant

is zeCro, i~e.,

0cL (B -7)

One root may be determined by inspection as - -

which is the counterpart of the previously encountered zero amplitude root.

This has been factored out of Equation (B-7) and the remaining expression

is (B -S)

- ( -x) r + r 1
31 31 32 3 Z 33 33

where the 79L ")'r £3 are polynomials in the unknown namely
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bi. ( - 1 )(1-j •, )X2-

- +} +a + z b. + +

i "n')~3Z 2 • ( ) + b2Z

S-+ X' (-

+ 2 +

-b + -2 . X

""n b.1 . + ,

41)

L'- .. . . . :. •j,,-, , , • l ' ! • : • , " I !1 !



- X 7 s ~ ~(i +,) . (14 7 )

43 (f A,2 [o + (t~j~#

- -- + J ( + (i + x •?•

- ;- •++ /0+ ,

(,= -( k ++, )

=~~~ ~ X, +Cj):+jX, #,,1 (

5+ 4- -J,

-- i, +. i

I,,
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nci±
nc/

T The distance iromn the leading edge of
actuator 1 to the leading edge of actuator 2

X, loss coefficient of I st blade row

~X1

X= loss coefficient of 2nd blade row

X • dX,

a-'•= h o/ b

chord of nst blade row

, hard of 2nd blade row

Z = stagger angle of 1st blade row

82 stagger angle of 2nd blade row

lry the liimt for la rge blade row spacing, j beconle S infinite and

E(Lpi.,tion (B-8) becomes:

l "}rV3z '• .z = 0

C )fl arin4i "g 'V1Ivwith ELouation 29 !t is seen that W)32 = 0 corresponcL_ to the
c hi ract,. ristic cquatiow for the second blade ro" in isolaition, Inspection of

"ý3Z simil,•rly s o sth.at ')1 32 = 0 corresponds to the characteristic CLIj.uit-
tiOn fur thc. first hWade row in is olation. (However, the trivial root , -.
his not been factor, d out of this expression).
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Equation (F.-8) was solved numnerically using a Newton-Raphson

technique (Reference 14 ). That is an error function is formed by letting

ri '' (T , 32-<, (3 33

F = ý 3, r 31 + ?7 32'Y 3 e- F ), +T 'M 37 -i -

TI-e problem i, then to find the zeros of F . This is done by ex-

panding F in a Taylor Series about some initial guess at the solution, -k,
i. C.,

F) F 41) + (~-k A) F" 1~)

,,\here F- Then, the next iterate is given by

F (~,)(B -9)

Then F ( ~)is calculated. The process is repeated until F ( )is made

un.ifii.ently smnall. In the present calculation, a solution was considered to

oc obained when < 10~'K ~ The initial gues Was USu~ally tesnl

blade rowv solution jCor the sec ond of the two blade sets. For sufficiently

high r) Eqjuation (B- 8) was generally found to have a root which was extremely

c iose to this first guess. This root will be refe rred to as the principal root

andc is the solution shown plotted in all of the figures pre sented in this r(. port.

Additional roots wvill b-e discussed subs equent ly.

Becaulse of the transcendental tc rn) in E(quattion (13-4), the values

()f ti)e funIction F possess regions, of high frequency os(:illaition in thec c~oniple.X

* lae In thvse re-gions, us-e of Fý ( k ) in Ohe iteration schieme,

FLquatio..n (13- 9), generalOly le-d to divrrgencc ol the cee.Replacing F'( k
hyý its tinite diItie~rnce- approximation fol oind to) solve this p~roblemi andl

thj:i rev'isionl to thle schemne wats used in all the refmainling calculationls.i This

1)1*V(O((55 essentitily av'eraiges tihe %Vdlies of F '(hk) inl those regions.".

1'Ihe digobrit involved in o-%1 ~ndiný, the dvt( Ifn1Zinflt inlc 1 Oto (B- 7)

obtain1 1.qulation W -8~) wvas checck-ed by a~sing a l'U!{M.\1AC p'gri onl lth



Calspan IBM 370/175 Computing Machine. This also proved valuable in ob-

taining additional analytic solutions to Equation (B-8).

Since Equation (B-8) is transcendental, there is no theory guaranteeing

the number of roots. Besides the trivial root already mentioned, two addi-

tional trivial roots have been found for the case when o= 0 , which is

generally true. They are

Ak. = ± - J

Unfortunately, because of the fashion in which they satisfy the equation, no

simplification of Equation (B-3) is possible. These roots were discovered

by numerical investigation and then verified analytically by inputing them

to the previously mentioned FOPIMAC program. In addition to these analytic

rooLs, anuther root has been discovered by numerical exploration. It is

always stable and propagates in the opposite direction to t1,h principal root.

It evidently has no physical significance and is therefore not shown in any of

the figures of this report.

The preceding type of analysis mav be extended to an arbitrary

number of blade rows. The general characteristic determinant will be of

or-de three timr.es the number of blade rows and will be transcendental.
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SENSOR CONFIGURATIONS, INLE~T GUIDE VAPIE STAGGER ANGLE,

GV =24.5 DEGR. ES

(b) SENSORS (-AND . STATOR ROW 5 UNLOADED

---- -. ,



RECORD SENSOR LOCATION

UPPER 2 MID-ANNULUS TOTAL PRESSURE, STATOR ROW 5

LOWER 6 OUTER WALL % CHORD STATIC, STATOR HOW 5

MID-ANNULUS
VERTICAL OSCILLOSCOPE DISPLAY STAGGER ANGLE

SENSITIVITY FOR SYATOR ROW 5 OF STATOR ROW 4
(mV/cm) UNLOADED SM4 (Degrees)

.1S24

50 45.8

50 33.8

100 29.8

Figure 56 (Cont.) UNSTEADY PRESSURE RECORDS FROM VARIOUS ROTATING STALL

SENSOR CONFIGURATIONS, INLET CUWDE VANE STAGGER ANGLE,

• GV = 24.5 DEGREES

(c) SENSORS "2.• AND ( .ý STATOR ROW 5 UNLOADED



RECORD SENSOR LOCATION

UPPER ( -ROTROUfERW~ALL

LOWER MID-ANNULUS %A CHORD STATIC, STATOR RCW 5

MID-ANNULUS
VERTICAL OSCILLOSCOPE DISPLAY STAGGER ANGLE

SENSITIVITY FOR STATOR ROW 5 OF STATOR ROW 4
(mV/cm) UNLOADED 6M (Dogrevs)

V4

so 29.8

Figure 56 (Cont.) UNSTEADY PRESSURE RECORDS FROM VARIOUS ROTATING STALL
SENSOR CONFIGURATIONS, INLET GUIDE VANE STAGGER ANGLE,
6GV = 24,5 DEGREES

1d) SENSORS AND ( STATOR ROW 5 UNLOAODE



RECORD SENSOR LOCATION

UPPER 8 OUTER WALL STATIC BETWEEN BLADES OF STATOR ROW 4

LOWER 9 OUTER WALL STATIC DOWNSTREAM OF STATOR ROW 5

MID-ANNULUS
VERTICAL OSCILLOSCOPE DISPLAY STAGGER ANGLE

SENSITIVITY FOR STATOR ROW 5 OF STATOR ROW 4
ImV/cm) UNLOADED 5SM4 (i3sen)

NO 164. !N

so 45.8

so 33.8

-IWIF I'

50 2,

Figure 56 (Cont.) UNSTEADY PRESSURE RECORDS FROM VARIOUS ROTATrJG STALL
SENSOR CONFIGURATIONS, INLET GUIDE VANE STAGGER ANGLE,

GV -24.5 DEGREES

(e) SENSORS N I) AND )SIATOR ROW 5 UNLOADEDSGV :=24.5 EGREE



RECORD SENSOR LOCATION
UPPER 4 M-DANNULUS % CHORD STATIC. STATOR ROW 5
LOWER 3,ý MD-ANNULIJS % CHORD STATIC, STATOR ROW 4

MID-ANNULUSVERTICAL OSCILLOSCOPE DISPLAY STAGGER ANGLE
SENSITIVITY FOR STATOR ROW 5 OF STATOR ROW 4

rn]V/c~ml LOADED 6 SM 4 tDogron)

NO.24E3 ~7

100 45.8

lf~~o NO. 248 3.

100 -mw29.8

Figure 56 (Cont.) UNSTEADY PRESSURE RECORDS FROM VARIOUS ROTATING STALL
SENSOR CONFIGURAT"I'ONS, INLET GUIDE VANE STAGGER ANGLE,

GV =24.5 DEGREES
(1) SENS1 RIS OýAND STATOR ROW 5 LOADED



RECORD St-NSOR LOCATION
UPPER 2MID-ANNULýUS TOTAL PRESSURE, STATOR ROW 5
LOWER OUTER VVALL %. CHORD S1 ATIC, STA (OR ROW 5

MID-ANNULUS
VERTICAL OSCILLOSCOPE DISPLAY STAGGER ANGLE

SENSITIVITY FOR~ STATOR ROW 5 OF STATOR ROW 4
fmv/crn) LOADED SM (Dogre~ss

200 45.8

2W,' 33.8

Figure 56 (Cont.) UNSTEADY PRESSURE RECORDS FROM VARIOUS ROTATING STALL
SENSOR CONFIGURATIONS, INLET GUIDE VANE STAGGER ANGLE,

6GV -24.5 DEGREES

(g) SENSORS 02AND 06 STLATOR ROW 5 '-OADE D



SENSTIVIY RCOR U MIROCANNLUI, HRDSATC STATOR ROiN 4 FSAO O

IMID*ANNULLJS
VERTICAL OSCILLOSCOPE DISPLAY STAGGER ANGLE

(mV/cmi UNLOADED 6M

5It

50 33.3

50 or,29.8

Figure 57 UNSTEADY PRESSURE RECORDS FROM VARIOUS ROTATING STALL
SENSOR CONFIGURATIONS, INLET GUIDE VANE STAGGER ANGLE,
6 GV =40.5 DEGREES

(a) SENSORS AND (4~STATOR ROW 5 UNLOADED



RECORD SENSOR LO~CATION
UPPER 1i MID-ANNULUS TOTAL PRESSURE, STATOR R~OW 4
LOWER OUTER-iWALL %4 CHORD SLrATIC. STATOR ROW 4

V~RTI~ALMI 0-ANNULUS
VENRTICITL OSCILLOSCOPE DISPLAY STAGGER ANL

SNIIIYFO. STATOR ROW 5 OF STATOR ROW 4
(mV/cm) -UNLOADED 6SM f(ogreoO

511 45.8

50 3.

1 29.81

Figure 57 (Cont.) UNSTEADY PRESSURE RECORDS' FROM VARIOUS ROTATM'G STALL
SENSOR CONFIGURATIONS, IN LET GUIDE VANE STAGGER ANGLE,

GV 40.5 DEGREES

(1, ) SENSOR,(i. AND sTrATOR ROW 5 UNLOADED



UPPER 2 MID-ANNJULUS TOTAL PRESSURE, STATOR ROW 5
LOWER OUTER~ WALL %A CHORD STATIC, STATOR ROW 5

1 MID-ANNUJLUSVERTICAL 0 SCILLOSCOPE DISPLAY sTAGGER ANGLE
SENSITIVITY FOR STATOR POW 5 OF SYATOR ROW,%

(mV/cm) JUNLOADED I 6SM4 (Degron)

so 45.8

50 33.8

50 219.8

Figure 57 (Cont.) UNS3TEADY( PRESSURE RECORDS FROM VARIOUS ROTATING STALL
S.ENSOR CONF!GURATIONS, INLET GUIDE VANE STAGGER ANGLE,

6GV =40.5 DEGREEFS

(c) SENSORS AND ® STATOR ROW 5 UNLOADED



RECORD SENSOR LOCATýION

UPPER C7 ROTUR-OUTER WALL
LOWER M!DANNULUSX. CHORD STATIC, STATOR ROW E

MID-ANNULUS

VETICAL OSCILLOSCOPE DISPLAY STAGGER ANGLE
SESIT;V4TY FOR STATOR ROW 5 O~F STAI OR ROW 4

(vc)UNLOADED s6m (Degroe")

50 : mdLL .- - . 45.8

51.1 33.8

Figure 57 (Corr.) UNSTEADY PRESSURE RECORDS FROM VARIOUS ROTATING STALL
SENSOR CONFIGURATIONS, INLET GUIDE VANE STAGGER ANGLE,

6GV ý 0. DEGREES

id) SENSORS Q) ND Q4) STATOR ROW 5 UNLOADED



RECORD SENSOR LOCATION

UPPER 8OUTER WALL STATIC BETWEEN HLA )ES OF STATOR ROW 4
LOWER OUTER WAI L STATIC DOWNSTREAM OF STATOR ROW 5 DANUS

VERTICAL OSCILLOSCOPE DISPLAY STAGGER ANGLE
SENSITIVý!Y FOR STATOR ROW 5 OF STATOR ROW 4

(mV/cm) UNLOADED 4foow

50 45.8

so 33.8

NO. 158

so 29.8

Figu~re 57 (Cont.) UNSTEADY PRESSURE RECORDS FROM VARIOUS ROTATING STALL
SENSOR CONFIGURATIONS, INLET GUIDE VANE STAGGER ANGLE,

6GV 40.5 DEGREES

Ne) SENSORS AND .STATOR RlOW 5 UNLOADED



RECORD SENSOR LOCATION

UPPER MID-ANNULUS %4 CHORD STATIC, STATOR ROW 5

LOWER 36 MID-ANNULUS / CHORD STATIC. STATOR ROW 4

MID-ANNULUS

VERTICAL OSCILLOSCOPE DISPLAY STAGGER ANGLE
SENSITIVITY FOR STATOR ROW 5 OF STATOR ROW 4

(mV/cm) LOADED 6 SM4 (Degree)

100 45.8

100 33.8

NO 234

I IV
130 29.8

Figuire57 (Cont.) UNSTEADY PRESSURE RECORDS FROM VARIOUS ROTATING STALL

SENSOR CONFIGURATIONS, INLET GUIDE VANE STAGGER ANGLE,
6 GV = 40.5 DEGREES

(f SENSO9S (4l AND (3>) STATO.R ROW 5 LOADED

-(a)



RECORD SENSOR LOCATION
UPPER 2MID-ANNULUS TOTAL PRESSURE, STATOR ROW 5

LOWER OUTER WALL %A CHORD STATIC, STATOR HOW 5

MID-ANNULUS
VERTICAL OSCILLOSCOPE DISPLAY STAGGER ANGLE

SENSITIVITY FOR STATOR ROW 5OFSARRW4
(mV/cm I LOADED OFSTATO ROeWe4

200 45.8

200 33.8

200 291.

Figure 57 (Cont.) UNSTEADY PRESSURE RECORDS FROM VARIOUS ROTATING STALL
SENSOR CONFIGURATIONS, INLET GUIDE VANE STAGGER ANIGLE,

6 GV =40.5 DEGREES

(9) SENSORS T AND C6. STATOR ROW 5 LOADED
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